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Introduction
Welcome to Service Accent.
Service Accent is Vantage Computing’s class-leading enterprise Service
Management System.
This chapter contains the following topics:
•

About Service Accent

•

The Service Accent Document Set

•

About this Guide

•

Documentation Conventions

•

Contacting Your Support Provider
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About Service Accent
You need to operate your service department at peak efficiency, and that
means being in control. Service Accent from VCI will help you make your
service easier to manage.
Here's how:
•

Service Accent manages and simplifies field service, contract
administration, preventative maintenance, billing and order processing.

•

You can share customers, purchases and invoices with your financial
application (Specifications vary depending on your financial package)
to give you total financial control.

Service Accent is a solution to help you maximise you efficiency and
increase your customer satisfaction.
Having important customer information at your fingertips can be the
difference between a good customer experience and a bad one. When
logging and administering service calls using Service Accent you will find all
of this information exactly where you want it. Is the customer covered by a
service contract? When is their next PM visit due? Is this job chargeable?
These are just some of the questions that the Service Accent system
already knows the answer to.
Producing monthly, quarterly and annual invoices for service and
maintenance contracts is not the most exciting activity you have to look
forward to this month; but it is one of the most important. Administering
contracts is one of the most time-consuming and frustrating parts of
running any service-led business. Service Accent enables contract invoicing
to be run in minutes rather than over hours or even days, it will allow you
to manage your contracts more aggressively, producing renewal reminder
letters and automatically applying annual price increases for example.
Small touches like warnings that a signed contract has not been received
back from the client or that their contract has produced a loss over 2 of the
last 5 years enable your business to reduce time, save money and increase
profitability. It's not sexy but it is vitally important to both you and your
clients.
It's all well and good entering data into a database, even one as easy to
use and intuitive as Service Accent. The real challenge from a management
perspective though is can you get meaningful, up-to-date management
information from the system that enables you to make accurate, timely
decisions about your business.
Service Accent comes complete with a suite of over 150 ready made
reports that have been devised and honed during 15 years service at over
250 client sites worldwide. Being able to identify your most and least
profitable contracts, even down to the individual item of equipment means
that you can make changes confident that they will have a positive impact
upon the financial wellbeing of your business.
First time fix rates, equipment uptime/downtime and engineer/technician
productivity reports are a mere taste of the real-time information that is
available with just a few clicks of your mouse.
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The Service Accent Document Set
The Service Accent document set consists of the following guides:
•

Service Accent Installation And Setup Guide – this document
describes how to install and configure Service Accent.

•

Service Accent User Guide – this document describes how to use
Service Accent.

•

Service Accent Online Meter Billing Setup & User Guide - this
document describes how to configure and use Service Accent Online
Meter Billing.

•

Service Accent SMS & Email Notifications Setup & User Guide this document describes how to use Service Accent SMS & Email
Notifications.

•

Service Accent Wireless Setup Guide - this document describes
how to install and setup Service Accent Wireless.

•

Service Accent Wireless User Guide - this document describes how
to use Service Accent Wireless.

•

Service Accent Remote Customer User Guide - this document
describes how to use Service Accent Remote Customer.

•

Service Accent Remote Engineer User Guide - this document
describes how to use Service Accent Remote Engineer.

•

Service Accent Remote Email Setup & User Guide - this document
describes how to configure and use Service Accent Remote Email.

•

Service Accent Messaging Setup & User Guide - this document
describes how to configure and use Service Accent Messaging.

•

Service Accent Mobile User Guide - this document describes how to
use Service Accent Mobile.
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About this Guide
This guide consists of the following chapters:
•

Chapter 1: Introduction – describes Service Accent, documentation
conventions, and Vantage Computing contact information

•

Chapter 2: Installing Service Accent – describes how to install,
configure, and run Service Accent

•

Chapter 3: Defining Administrative Maintenance Settings describes how to set up basic administrative maintenance elements of
Service Accent

•

Chapter 4: Defining Administrative Settings – describes how to set
up the basic administrative elements of Service Accent

•

Chapter 5: System Tools – contains instructions on using the event
viewer, managing the license, maintaining the database, and using
Service Accent with third party applications

•

Chapter 6: Installing An Evaluation System – describes how to
install an evaluation system of Service Accent

Documentation Conventions
The following icons highlight particular sections.
Caution – failure to observe the caution described in this section may
prevent Service Accent from operating properly.
Note – sections highlighted with this icon contain pertinent information,
such as exceptions to the preceding steps or sections.
Hint – sections highlighted with this icon contain hints or suggestions.

Contacting Your Support Provider
Web site:www.serviceaccent.com, click on support and assistance
Telephone and Email details will be provided by your support provider.
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Installing Service Accent
Service Accent (SA) consists of two separate elements—the application and
the database; these are installed separately. Typically, you will install the
database onto a shared or network drive so that all Service Accent users
can access it. Each Service Accent user must have the application installed
on their PC.
If you are installing the Service Accent database on a shared or network
drive, you must ensure you have sufficient rights to do this. You must also
ensure that any users connecting to the database have sufficient rights.
This chapter consists of the following sections:
•

Hardware Requirements

•

Installing the Database

•

Installing the Application

•

Installing Pervasive.SQL

•

Running Service Accent for the First Time

•

Running Service Accent

•

Navigating in Service Accent
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Hardware Requirements
To install and run Service Accent, your system needs the following:
Client workstation specification
Item

Minimum

Recommended

Hardware

Pentium 300MHZ

Pentium 700MHZ

Memory (RAM)

64MB

256MB or more

Operating System

Windows NT 4
Workstation

Windows NT 4
Workstation, Windows
2000 Professional,
Windows XP Professional
Windows Vista

Hard Disk space available If standalone, 150MB. If
networked, 20MB
Dedicated Server specification
For client/server installation.
Item

Minimum

Recommended

Hardware

Pentium 200MHZ

Pentium 1GHZ

Memory (RAM)

128Mb

256MB or more

Operating System

Windows NT 4 Server

Windows 2000 server,
Windows server 2003

Hard Disk space available 200MB
Network Protocol

1GB or more

TCP/IP or Netbios

Non-dedicated Server specification
For workgroup installation.
Item

Minimum

Recommended

Hardware

Pentium 300MHZ

Pentium 1GHZ

Memory (RAM)

128Mb

256MB or more

Operating System

Windows 2000 Pro,
Windows XP Pro

Windows 2000 Pro,
Windows XP Pro
Windows Vista

Hard Disk space available 200MB
Network protocol

1GB or more

TCP/IP or Netbios

For up to 5 users, you can operate a peer-to-peer network with
workstations running Windows NT Workstation, Windows 2000
Professional, Windows XP professiona or Windows Vistal. For more than 5
users, a server running Windows 2000 Server or Windows Server 2003 is
recommended.
The PC that the database is installed on should have at least 20 Mb of
available disk space. 128 Mb of RAM is recommended if you run Windows
NT Server, and 256 Mb of RAM for Windows 2000 or Windows Server 2003.
Two elements comprise Service Accent—the database and the application.
The database must be installed before the application.
6 • Service Accent Installation and Setup Guide
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Installing the Database
Follow the instructions below to install the database. If you are installing an
evaluation system and want to install some sample data, see “Installing An
Evaluation System” on page 273.
If you are installing the database on a shared or network drive, ensure you
have sufficient network rights to perform the operation.

To install the database
1.

Insert the Service Accent CD-ROM into your PC. Depending on your
configuration of Windows, a welcome screen is displayed.

2.

Before installing the Service Accent database, please check the
installation notes. Click Installation notes under the Prepare
section.

3.

These notes provide information and guidance on the installation.
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4.

From the menu, under the Install section, click Install Service
Accent database.

5.

Click Next.

6.

Click I accept the license terms to accept the end user license
agreement.

8 • Service Accent Installation and Setup Guide
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7.

Click Next.

8.

Click Next.

9.

Select your Region from the three options available.

10. From the Options section, select the type of install. There are two
available:
•

Don’t install a database - this will install a blank database where
all settings and information have to be created manually.

•

Install the sample database - this installs the sample database
with pre-configured settings and customer/inventory/contract
information.

11. Click Next.
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12. The default install directory is c:\program files\AccentDB. Click Next to
accept this location or click the Browse button to select a different
location.
13. Click Next.

14. At the setup type screen, accept the default setup type. If a sample
database and help files are to be installed, select a Typical installation.
15. If the sample database is not required or the help files are not required,
select Custom install and de-select these options.

10 • Service Accent Installation and Setup Guide
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16. If Custom is selected, the following will be displayed, otherwise please
proceed to point 18.

17. The Application files and System files must be selected.
18. Click Next.

19. At the summary screen, check all details are correct and then click
Install to install the database on your computer.
20. A progress bar will indicate the installation progress.
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Installing the Application
Follow the instructions below to install the application.
You must install the application on each client PC. If you have installed the
database on a shared or network drive, ensure that each PC has the
appropriate network rights to access the database.

To install the application
1.

Insert the Service Accent CD-ROM into your PC. Depending on your
configuration of Windows, a welcome screen appears.

2.

Before installing the Service Accent application, please check the
installation notes. Click Installation notes under the Prepare
section.

3.

These notes provide information and guidance on the installation.
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4.

From the menu, under the Install section, click Install Service
Accent application.

5.

Click Next.

6.

Click I accept the license terms to accept the end user license
agreement.
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7.

Click Next.

8.

A check is carried out to see if your system meets the minimum
requirements to install Service Accent. This information can be saved
to file, by clicking the Save to file button.

9.

Click Next.

10. Confirm your user name and company name. Both these fields are
mandatory.
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11. Click Next.

12. The default install directory is c:\program files\Service Accent. Click
Next to accept this location or click the Browse button to select a
different location. It is recommended that you accept the default
location.

13. Enable Create a shortcut on your desktop.
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14. Click Next.

15. If Pervasive.SQL has been installed, click Next. If Pervasive SQL is not
installed, it will need to be installed prior to using Service Accent. If you
intend to use the Btrieve database engine drivers, enable Btrieve
database engine via the customer installation option.
16. Click Next.

17. If you intend to use the Btrieve database engine drivers, enable
Btrieve database engine.
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18. Click Next.

19. At the summary screen, check all details are correct and then click
Install to install the application on your computer.
20. A progress bar will indicate the installation progress.

Running Service Accent Data Router
If you installed the application on the same PC as the database, Service
Accent automatically looks to your local workstation for the database folder
(c:\program files\AccentDB).
If you are installing the application on another PC or if the database is
installed on a server, you must configure that instance of Service Accent so
that it is routed to your database folder.

To set the database folder
1.

In Windows, from the Start menu, select All programs, then select
Service Accent and then select Database location.

2.

Alternatively, in Windows, from the Start menu, select All programs,
then select Accessories and then select Windows Explorer.

3.

Navigate to the AccentDB database folder. This could be on the local
machine or on a mapped network drive.

If the Service Accent database is on a network drive, the drive MUST be
mapped. Please contact your IT support provider for further information on
mapping drives.
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4.

Run the application dbrouter.exe, by double clicking and the following
is displayed;

5.

Click Next.
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6.

Click Next to set the location and database path.

7.

Click Close.
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Installing Pervasive.SQL
Service Accent uses a database engine software; although Service Accent
manages your data and presents it in a precise manner to you, the
database engine is responsible for storing and retrieving your data from a
storage medium like your hard disk.
There are many different types of database engines available, and Service
Accent uses one called Pervasive.SQL, which is produced by a company
called Pervasive Software Inc. It is the database engine of choice because it
has particular features that benefit Service Accent, including scalability (it
can handle one user to thousands), price (it can be purchased in user
brackets) and reliability.
What version do I need?
There are two main versions of Pervasive.SQL, which are:
•Workgroup
This is designed for 1 to 5 users and does not rely on a specific network
server. It is ideal for a network comprised of any or all of the following
Windows versions: Windows 2000 Professional, Windows XP Professional
and/or Windows Vista. This is normally called a peer-to-peer network,
where no one pc takes overall charge of the network.
It is recommended that the network runs the TCP/IP network protocol.
Client/Server
Designed for more than 5 users, this relies on a specific file server on the
network to handle the workload of data processing. Windows NT 4.0
Server, Windows 2000 Server or Windows 2003 Server can be used as the
operating system for the file server. It is recommended that the network
runs the TCP/IP network protocol.

Installing Pervasive.SQL Workgroup Engine
The Pervasive.SQL Workgroup Engine needs to be installed on all
workstations that will be running Service Accent. Additionally, one of these
workstations must be nominated as the workgroup gateway (this will be
discussed later).
To install software, insert the Pervasive.SQL workgroup CD in to the
workstation’s CD drive. The autoplay feature of Windows should run the
setup routine automatically, but if not, use Windows Explorer to locate
setup.exe on the CD. When installing, it is recommended you keep the
default values presented during setup.
If you do not have a Pervasive.SQL installation cd and have 5 or less users,
insert the Service Accent installation CD,

20 • Service Accent Installation and Setup Guide
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1.

Insert the Service Accent CD into your PC. Depending on your
configuration of Windows, a welcome screen appears.

2.

Before installing Pervasive.SQL, please check the installation notes.
Click Installation notes under the Prepare section.

3.

These notes provide information and guidance on the installation.

4.

From the menu, under the Install section, click Setup Pervasive.SQL
(optional). The following will be displayed.

5.

Once the installation has been initialised, the following will be
displayed;
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6.

Click Next.

7.

Click Next.
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8.

Enter the license key as provided by your support provider and then
click Install.

9.

Repeat this procedure for all workstations that will be running Service
Accent.

Nominating a workgroup gateway
In order for Pervasive.SQL to operate efficiently, one workstation in the
workgroup is automatically nominated to be the workgroup gateway. This
means that all requests to access the database from other members of the
workgroup will be directed to the workgroup gateway, which will actually
deal with the data processing to and from the database.
By default, the first workstation to access the database is automatically
nominated to the role of workgroup gateway. This is often not a problem,
but it can produce undesirable side-effects, including:
•

Slow data retrieval if the workgroup gateway is a slow machine

•

Inability to access the database if the gateway is turned off and
other workgroup members are accessing the database

•

Over-burdening the gateway if it has other applications running

For these reasons, it is usually recommended that one workstation is
nominated to be the gateway. This machine should have the following
qualities:
•

Running during working hours (i.e., doesn’t need to be turned off or
rebooted while users are in Service Accent)

•

Plenty of RAM (128Mb or more recommended)

•

Fast (Pentium 300Mhz or faster recommended).

Configuring the gateway
For more information, see
Installing Pervasive.SQL on page
20.

If the workstation to become the gateway does not already have
Pervasive.SQL installed, you must install it now.
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Once Pervasive.SQL has been installed, perform the following actions:
1.

In Windows, click Start, then click All programs, then click
Pervasive.SQL, then click Other utilities, and finally click Gateway
locator. The following will be displayed:

2.

Click on the ellipses button(
) to select the correct folder containing
the Service Accent database, so you see something like:

3.

To set the gateway to own this database, click the change button.

24 • Service Accent Installation and Setup Guide
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4.

By default, the option Assign a gateway is set, with the workstation’s
network name automatically entered. Click OK and check that the
settings are correct, for example, you have chosen the correct Target
directory, the Gateway assigned to field is pointing to this
workstation, and Permanent assignment is ticked, as below:

5.

Click Exit to quit the Gateway Locator.

This setting is global to the network; in other words, any workstation
connecting to the Target Directory you specify will know automatically what
workstation is configured as the server. You do not need to repeat this
on any other workstation.

Installing the Pervasive.SQL Server Engine
Insert the Pervasive.SQL Server CD-Rom in your server and the server
setup routine will begin automatically; the server components will be
installed. It is recommended you keep the default values presented during
setup.
You will need to install the client components on all of your workstations.
Insert the Pervasive.SQL Server CD-Rom in your workstation and the client
setup routine will begin automatically.
If you are running Windows 2000 or above, you will be prompted to install
Server or client Pervasive.SQL, select Server if installing on a Server or
select client if installing the client components onto a workstation.
The client components will be installed. It is recommended you keep the
default values presented during setup.
You do not need to nominate a database gateway when you use the Server
Edition as your server will assume the role of gateway automatically.
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Running Service Accent for the First Time
Service Accent needs to adjust itself based on your installation. The
following elements are checked and adjusted the first time you run Service
Accent:
•

your license key

•

the database

Entering your License Key
The first time you run Service Accent, you are prompted for your license
key; this is obtained from your support provider.
If you have an evaluation system, the license expires 30 days from the
date you enter the license key.
You cannot reuse license keys. If your license key expires, you must obtain
a new one before you can continue to use Service Accent

Configuring the Database
If you did not install an evaluation system, or did not install the sample
data, Service Accent must build a new database. The first time you run
Service Accent, you are prompted to configure the database. Follow the
instructions presented on the screen.
If you did install an evaluation system and/or the sample data, you must
remove the sample data before populating your own database.

Removing the sample database
•

Use Windows Explorer to locate your database folder, typically
AccentDB. This is installed in your "C:\Program Files" folder (i.e.,
"C:\Program Files\AccentDB")

•

Select all the files that have the extension.BTR

•

Delete the selected files

Create a blank database
•

Perform the actions above to remove the database

•

Start Service Accent as normal

•

Service Accent will detect that your database is missing and will prompt
you to rebuild it

•

Click OK and let Service Accent build a new, blank database
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Running Service Accent
The following procedures describe how to start Service Accent and log on.

To start the application
1.

From the Start menu, select Programs and then Service Accent.

2.

Select Service Accent. The Logon dialogue appears.

To log in as Admin
Enter the logon name Admin. The password for Admin is provided in your
purchase documentation.
When you log on as an administrator, you have complete access to the
application, including the ability to create and delete user logons. For
proper system security, it is important to keep the Admin login password
confidential within your company.

Multiple Users Logging On
You can have as many users set up in Service Accent as you require;
however, only as many users can log on concurrently (called active seats)
as you are licensed for.
Two users cannot log on to Service Accent simultaneously using the same
user name.

.

If a workstation shuts down improperly while the user is logged on to
Service Accent, the user is not “logged out” of the program correctly and
Service Accent may reject the user’s next attempt to log on. A user with
administrative privileges can log the user out if this happens.
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Navigating in Service Accent
The Button Bar
Use the Service Accent button bar to access the functions of the application.
The button bar appears as follows.

The button bar contains the following functions and menu panels:
System – accesses a menu of system-related functions and
utilities. Many of these functions are geared towards system
administration, though some functions also pertain to general
users.
Admin – reserved for Administrators, this option accesses a
menu panel of system settings used to configure Service
Accent to the needs of your organisation.
View – accesses a menu panel from which you can select
various “view” dialogues, each one particular to an aspect of
Service Accent, such as contracts, customers, engineers, and
inventory. Views are your main tool for reviewing and working
with data in Service Accent. Though each view is tailored to
the object it displays, all views use similar formats and
controls.
Routines – accesses a menu panel of common business
functions, such as contract billing, invoicing, and inventory
control.
Shortcuts – accesses a sub menu panel of common views
and/or routines. To add a new shortcut, right click on any icon
in Service Accent and then click Add shortcut. The standard
shortcuts are shown below:
New Job – opens a blank Job dialogue for the creation of
a new job.
Escalations – accesses the Call Escalations dialogue,
from which you can view and control all outstanding jobs.
Scheduler – opens the Scheduler, which you use to view
the allocation of Engineers & resources as a wall planner.
New Sales Order – opens a blank sales order dialogue
for the creation of a new sales order.

Finder – displays the Finder dialogue, a tool for performing
detailed searches for customers, contracts, equipment,
inventory, jobs and invoices. Generally, the Finder is capable
of more powerful searches than the find option on dialogues.
Reports – accesses the Reports dialogue, which you can use
to run reports or output data to spreadsheets.
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To Do – accesses the to do list. enables you to view, create
and amend to do lists for specific jobs.
Window – opens a menu of the dialogue boxes currently
open in Service Accent.
Help – accesses online Help, web links, release notes, and the
application ‘About box’.

Using Multiple Windows
Service Accent follows the standard graphical user interface conventions of
Microsoft Windows. This means that you can have multiple windows or
dialogues open simultaneously. Clicking on a dialogue causes it to appear
over the top of any others, obscuring any dialogues in the same space.

The Window Button
Click Window to see a list of the currently open dialogues. This is a
convenient feature when you have many dialogues open and the one you
want to access is hidden behind several others: instead of closing or
moving the other dialogues, select the one you want from the menu, and
that dialogue appears in “front.” If no dialogues are open, the menu
contains the word (None).
The following example shows the Window menu with four open dialogs.
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3

Defining Administrative Maintenance Settings
This chapter consists of the following sections:
•

Setting Hours Of Business Cover

•

Setting up Charges

•

Setting Up Escalations

•

Setting Up Service Levels

•

Creating Warranties

•

Creating and Modifying Categories and Codes

•

Defining Work Control Categories and Codes

•

Defining Billing & Financial Categories and Codes

•

Defining Contract Categories and Codes

•

Defining Stock & Inventory Categories and Codes

•

Defining Miscellaneous Categories and Codes
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Setting Hours Of Business Cover
Use the Hours Of Cover setting to define your organisation’s service
coverage, both for departments and levels of service.
You can define different sets of service coverage; for example, one set for
regular business hours, and another set for off-business hours. You can
then associate this second set with higher charges.
You can also define a new set of business hours. In the Hours Of Cover
dialogue, you can adjust the business hours for each day of the week. You
can also define particular dates as exclusions (for example, holidays) on
which departments or levels of service are closed or not offered.
Standard days and hours of operation may vary from department to
department; you may even have a selection of field service cover bands to
suit the different types of service contracts you offer your clients.
An example follows:

For more information, see Setting
Up Service Levels on page 53.

Department/Level
of Service

Hours

Field Service

Monday - Saturday, 09:00 - 17:30

Workshop

Monday - Friday, 09:00 - 17:00

Helpdesk

Monday - Friday, 08:00 - 18:00

Bronze

Monday - Friday, 09:00 - 17:30

Silver

Monday - Friday, 09:00 - 21:00

Gold

Monday - Saturday, 24 hours

This stage of the set up process is particularly critical, as the rules you
create here are later applied to your service levels. You must therefore
consider the requirements of your organisation carefully.
When completed, the Hours Of Buisness Cover dialogue appears similar to
the following:
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To define business hours
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Hours Of Cover icon.

2.

The Hours Of Business Cover dialogue appears.

3.

Do one of the following:
•

to create a new category, click New and proceed to step 4.

•

to edit an existing category of hours, select the category and
proceed to step 5.

4.

In the Cover tab, type a description of the business hours category and
proceed to step 6.

5.

Click Edit to make the existing category editable.

6.

In the Which days of the week have cover section, enable each day
of coverage you want included in the business hours category.
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7.

Click
or select the tab for a specific week day to define the working
hours for that day.

8.

Do the following, as required:
•

define times – when defining times, you must use a 24 hour time
notation (such as 17:30 to represent 5:30 pm).

•

from the Same as drop-down list, you can select a previouslydefined day and apply its characteristics to the day you are
defining.

•

Enable 24 hour cover if you are providing 24-hour service.

The completed tab for a weekday appears similar to the following:

9.

After you have defined the service coverage, you can optionally enable
Cover exclusion dates, in the Cover tab. Enabling this option ensures
that coverage is not available on any exclusion dates defined,
recalculating response and fix targets accordingly.

10. Click Save when finished.

To identify exclusions
1.

In the Hours of Business Cover dialogue, click Exclusions. The
Exclusion Dates dialogue appears, displaying the dates on which your
organisation is not providing service coverage.

It is recommended that you specify exclusion dates for several years in
advance.
2.

Click New.
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3.

Type the exclusion in your usual short date format (eg, 25/12/06 for
Christmas day, UK format) and click OK. The exclusion appears in the
Exclusion Dates dialogue.
Exclusion dates are global and do not need to be specified for every
cover band.
When completed, the Exclusion Dates dialogue appears similar to the
following:

Exclusion dates are not updated until the next time you log on to
Service Accent.

Setting up Charges
Service Accent enables you to define the different types of charges you
apply to different types of work. Service Accent has been supplied with
some default charge bands that you can modify. If necessary, you can set
up new charges from scratch. You have the flexibility of adjusting these
charges on a contract by contract, or job by job basis.

Charges

You may have to invoice a client for work carried out. For example, a
contract customer has damaged their machine; therefore the service level
does not cover the repair. Or a non-contract customer may call for service.
You can enter the details of all applicable charges, including call-out, hourly
labour, travel, and mileage rates. As with business hours, charge bands are
applied to service levels, so you must carefully consider the overall
charging requirements of your organisation.
Even fully inclusive contracts require charge bands. For this reason it is
important for you to create a “no-charge” band to suit.

For more information, see
Creating and Modifying
Categories and Codes on
page 68.

Service Accent also features an accounts interface module, so you can also
assign your charge bands nominal ledger codes.

Internal Costs

This area is designed specifically to assist you in measuring some of the
real costs of operating your service business, namely, labour costs. The
internal cost band is a mirror-image of the charge band described
previously, the only difference is that here the rates apply to your internal
labour costs, not the rates that you invoice your customers.

This section also describes how to change the default text that appears on
invoices generated by Service Accent.

Using the labour and travel rates provided, you can specify the hourly
internal costs of your engineers, and using the mileage rate you can
incorporate vehicle costs into the equation. Subcontractor costs can be
managed in the same manner, and you may want to consider using the
call-out rate to accommodate their fixed costs.
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When completed, the Charge Bands and Overheads dialogue appears
similar to the following:

To define invoice charges and internal costs
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Charges icon.
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2.

The Charge Bands and Overheads dialogue appears;

3.

Do one of the following:
•

to create a new item, click New and proceed to step 4.

•

to edit an existing charge band or overhead category, select the
appropriate item and proceed to step 5.

4.

In the Description field of the Details tab, type a description of the
item and proceed to step 6.

5.

Click Edit to make the existing category editable.
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6.

To specify a charge type, select Invoice Charge to pass the charge on
to your customer, or select Internal Cost to keep track of the cost
internally for management accounting purposes.

7.

Select an option in the Callout group, as follows:
•

Price – gives the one-off, always-applicable charge for the service
this band applies to

•

Hours Included – shows how long that one-off charge applies to
the customer at that cost

•

Minimum Hours – specifies the lowest possible charge rate for the
callout

8.

In the Hourly labour rates group, enter the hourly rates to charge for
work on different days of the week. Use the Other field to cover
unusual work times, such as holidays.

9.

In the Hourly travel rates group, enter the hourly rates to charge for
travel on different days of the week. Use the Other field to cover
unusual travel times, such as holidays.

10. In the Out of hours rates group, enter the overtime rates to charge
on different days of the week.
11. In the Mileage rate field, enter the cost of travel expressed as the rate
per unit of distance (kilometer or mile) used by your organisation.
12. In the Bill to nearest field, select the most appropriate rounding
option for billing partial hours.
13. Click Nominals. The Nominal Entry dialogue appears.

14. From the Nominal Code drop-down list, select the nominal ledger
code to which the rates apply.
15. If applicable, select a Cost centre and Department code, and then click
OK.
16. You can enter up to three different discount bands offered to customers
in the Customer discount fields. These discounts are in the form of
percentages.
17. Click Save.
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When completed, the Details tab appears similar to the following:

Certain default descriptions will appear on the service invoice in relation to
charge bands. These default descriptions can be altered.

To change the default invoice text
1.

Click the Default invoice text tab and the following dialogue appears;

2.

Click the Edit Invoice Text button and select which of the default
invoice text to change and alter the wording to what you want to
appear on the invoices you generate for customers

3.

Click the Save invoice text button when you have finished.
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Setting Up Escalations
Contract-based service organisations with critical client response and fix
targets need to monitor and escalate service activities closely.
Service Accent is equipped with two sets of escalation rules. These rules
determine the visual stages each job goes through when viewed through
the Escalations dialogue. Escalation rules are based on either response
time, fix time or status.
Escalation plans are applied from the top level down. Service Accent checks
all the rules in a plan and keeps moving the job to the next lower escalation
level, until the job does not meet any criteria lower down. It is therefore
important that you specify the levels in the natural order in which they
occur.
The Escalations dialogue enables you to design your own set of escalation
rules, which are then applied to your service levels. Service Accent divides
service activities into the following distinct types:
•

Field – any activity which requires an engineer response, such as an
equipment breakdown, to which a contractual response target is
assigned

•

Workshop – turnaround-based work, such as in-house repairs, returns
from the field, or refurbishment

•

Bookings & PMs – pre-arranged activities such as planned
maintenance services, installations, or commissioning work, not
carrying a contractual response target

•

Helpdesk – telephone-based jobs, such as technical support enquiries
or complaints. Parts cannot be charged through Helpdesk calls nor
travel time as no physical visit is intended

You can create different rules for each job type, within each service level.
Be sure to carefully review your escalation requirements.
The following criteria can be used to change the escalation level of a service
activity:
•

Target response

•

Target fix

•

Job status

Furthermore, the change in escalation can be based on the following
elapsed time patterns:
•

Percentage – the percentage of time into target response or fix, e.g.
75% into response, or 3 hours into a 4 hour response

•

Hours – the number of elapsed hours since the job has been logged or
job status has been changed, e.g. 4 hours after job is logged, or 2
hours after job status has been changed to 'Engineer on site'

Service Accent uses the following tools to alert the user to the current
escalation level:
•

Description of Level – the text displayed against the outstanding job
once that level has been reached

•

Colour – the colour in which to display the job at that point

•

Email – Service Accent is capable of sending email to specified users at
each level of escalation
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To summarize, here is an example of how you might want to use escalation
rules to monitor a contract field job:
•

75% into the response target, if no response has been achieved,
display the job in green

•

100% into the response target, if no response has been achieved,
display the job in yellow and send an email to the supervisor

•

two hours after the status of the job has changed to engineer on site,
display the job in red and send an email to the Service Manager

To define a new escalation
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Escalations icon.
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2.

The Escalations dialogue appears

3.

Click New. The Details tab dialogue appears.

4.

Type a description of the escalation in the Description field.
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5.

Click New (at the bottom of the dialogue). The Rule tab appears.

6.

In the Escalate by group box, select from a percentage of whatever
response time is fixed for the contract, a fixed number of elapsed hours
since the job was logged on the system, or the time at a particular
Status.

7.

In the Escalation type group box, select either On response or On
fix, depending on the type of job the plan will be set for.

8.

From the Job Category drop-down list, choose if this rule applies to a
specific job category, regardless of current status.

9.

Use the Text colour and Background colour drop-down lists to
select the colour scheme for the level in the Escalations dialogue.
Bright white is the standard background in the Escalations dialogue.

1.

Click on Page 2 to for further options
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2.

In the Send email alerts to group box, select a destination for emails
that originate from this level: a specific address, a customer email
address (as set up in the customer record), or an engineer’s email
address (as set up in the engineer record). Please see the section
Setting up email alerts in escalations on page 47 for further details.

3.

In the Use this email template when sending Email alerts box,
type the location of a valid email template. For example, c:\program
files\AccentDB\Templates\Joblogged.txt. Please see the section Setting
up email alerts in escalations on page 47 for further details.

4.

To restrict the circumstances when the level is applied, enable the
Applies only if the job is recall, Applies only if customer is on
stop, The job has not been extended, The job was logged by a
customer remotely and The job was logged by an engineer
remotely check boxes, as required.
When completed, the screens appear similar to the following:

Click Save Rule. You are returned to the Details tab and click Save to save
the escalation.
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The following table provides an example of a complete system for call
escalation settings, and illustrates the relationship between job-category
descriptions and the colour-coding scheme.

Job Category Description

Type

Escalate By...

Text
Colour

Background
Colour

Bookings

ACCOUNT ON HOLD

RESP

0%

Bright White

Light Red

PARTS ON ORDER

STATUS

Parts on order

Black

Light Magenta

UNASSIGNED

STATUS

Unassigned

Light Red

Bright White

PROVISIONAL

STATUS

Provisionally
assigned

Blue

Bright White

ASSIGNED

STATUS

Assigned
Engineer

Field Service

Helpdesk

PM’s

Workshop

to Black

Bright White

RETURN LOANER

STATUS

Swap out

Light Red

Bright White

TARGET TIME

RESP

100%

Black

Light Yellow

ACCOUNT ON HOLD

RESP

0%

Bright White

Light Red

PARTS ON ORDER

STATUS

Parts on order

Black

Light Magenta

UNASSIGNED

STATUS

Unassigned

Light Red

Bright White

PROVISIONAL

STATUS

Provisionally
assigned

Blue

Bright White

ASSIGNED

STATUS

Assigned
Engineer

RETURN LOANER

STATUS

Swap out

Light Red

Bright White

TARGET TIME

RESP

100%

Black

Light Yellow

ACCOUNT ON HOLD

RESP

0%

Bright White

Light Red

UNASSIGNED

STATUS

Unassigned

Light Red

Bright White

HOURS ELAPSED

RESP

1 Hour

Light Red

Bright White

TARGET TIME

RESP

95%

Black

Light Yellow

ACCOUNT ON HOLD

RESP

0%

Bright White

Light Red

PARTS ON ORDER

STATUS

Parts on order

Black

Light Magenta

UNASSIGNED

STATUS

Unassigned

Light Red

Bright White

PROVISIONAL

STATUS

Provisionally
assigned

Blue

Bright White

ASSIGNED

STATUS

Assigned
Engineer

TARGET TIME

RESP

100%

Black

Light Yellow

ACCOUNT ON HOLD

RESP

0%

Bright White

Light Red

UNASSIGNED

STATUS

Unassigned

Light Red

Bright White

PROVISIONAL

STATUS

Provisionally
assigned

Blue

Bright White

ASSIGNED

STATUS

Assigned
Engineer

PARTS REQUESTED

STATUS

Parts requested

Light Red

Bright White

PARTS ON ORDER

STATUS

Parts on order

Black

Light Magenta

PARTS AVAILABLE

STATUS

Parts available

Light Red

Bright White

to Black

to Black

to Black

Bright White

Bright White

Bright White

OVERDUE

RESP

100%

Black

Light Yellow

CALL CUSTOMER

STATUS

Job fixed

Light Red

Bright White

The preceding table does not exist within Service Accent. The table is for
illustration purposes only.
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When completed, the details tab appears similar to the following

The details tab displays the following information

Field

Description

Desc

The name of the escalation level.

Type

Response or Status. This specifies the trigger for the
rule.

On

Either a percentage of the time elapsed for response
time rules or the description of the status trigger.

Colour

The text colour that the job appears in the escalation
dialogue when the trigger is tripped.

To edit an escalation level
In the Select tab of the Escalations dialogue, select the escalation you want
to edit. The Details tab appears.
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5.

To change or add a rule, first click Edit, select the appropriate
escalation level, and click Modify.

6.

Change the fields as required.

Setting up email alerts in escalations
Before escalations rules can send email alerts, you need to ensure that
Service Accent is setup to communicate with your email application. Please
see the section on page 259.
Before the escalation rules can send email alerts using templates, you need
to prepare the email templates.

To create/edit email templates
1.

In your AccentDB folder, if the folder Templates does not exist, create
a folder called Templates. This folder will be used to store your email
templates.

2.

Create a new document using Notepad.

3.

The format of the email message is upto you. However, in order to
show information from Service Accent, special codes are used. These
codes will be replaced by the actual data from Service Accent. The
codes are shown on the following page.
•

%Current date% - displays the current date.

•

%Current time% - displays the current time.

•

%Current date (short)% - displays the current date in short
form of DDMMMYYYY with no spaces.

•

%Time in% - displays the time the job was logged.

•

%Respond by% - displays when the job should be responded to,
based on the service level.

•

%Responded% - displays when time when the job was actually
responded to.

•

%Closed% - displays when the job was closed.

•

%Fix by% - displays when the job should be fixed, based on the
service level.

•

%Job No% - displays the job number.

•

%Serial No% - displays the inventory serial number.

•

%Engineer% - displays the engineer assigned to the job.

•

%Part No% - displays the part numbers requested for the job.

•

%Customer% - displays the customer name.

•

%Address 1% - displays the first line of the customers address.

•

%Address 2% - displays the second line of the customers
address.

•

%Address 3% - displays the third line of the customers address.
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•

%Town/City% - displays the customers town.

•

%County/State% - displays the customers county or state.

•

%Post/Zip code% - displays the customers post or zip code.

•

%Friendly name% - displays the contacts friendly name. The
first of the contact.

•

%Contact title% - displays the contacts title (Mr, Miss etc).

•

%Contact first name% - displays the contacts first name.

•

%Contact surname% - displays the contacts surname.

•

%Your ref% - displays the customers reference/order number.

•

%Fault% - displays the fault code description as entered on the
job.

•

%Fault Code% - displays the fault code as entered on the job.

•

%Fault Description% - displays the fault description as entered
on the job.

•

%Item location% - displays the physical location of the inventory
item (second floor etc).

•

%Last meter reading 1% - displays the last meter reading for
meter 1.

•

%Last meter reading 2% - displays the last meter reading for
meter 2.

•

%Last meter reading 3% - displays the last meter reading for
meter 3.

•

%Last meter reading 4% - displays the last meter reading for
meter 4.

•

%Last meter reading 5% - displays the last meter reading for
meter 5.

•

%Last meter reading 6% - displays the last meter reading for
meter 6.

•

%Service level% - displays the service level for the contract/
inventory item.

•

%Customer No% - displays the customer number.
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4.

In Notepad, enter the body of your message along with the above
codes. Remember to leave a space after your text and before the code.
An example is shown;

5.

Save the template with a meaningful name and save in the folder
\AccentDB\Templates.

Example of an email Alert
An examples of an email alert that can be setup is described in the
following section.

To email the customer when a job is logged
To send an email alert to the customer to advise that the job has been
recorded on the system.
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and codes dialogue appears;

3.

Click Work control from the menu on the left.

4.

Click Status Codes from the menu of the left. From the status codes
tree, click Job status codes (manually applied).

5.

Highlight the next available slot (slot 1 cannot be used), and click
Modify. In the Desc box enter Job logged.
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6.

Click Save to save the new status code.

7.

To make this the default status code, double click slot 2 and the
following is displayed;

8.

Click Yes to make this code the default, or click No not to make this
code the default..
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9.

In the escalations, setup a new rule. In Escalate by, select Status,
for and enter 0 in the hours and at status, select Job logged from
the drop-down list.

10. Click the Page 2 tab and the following dialogue will be displayed;

11. In Send email alerts to, select customer (the email alert will be sent
to the customer contact as shown on the job.
12. In Use this email template when sending email alerts box, type
the location of the template to be used. The template needs to have
been created before hand in the \AccentDB\Templates\ folder (see
page 47 for details on creating email templates).
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13. Click Save this rule to save the rule details.

14. Click Save to save the escalation detials.

Setting Up Service Levels
The service levels you set for particular pieces of equipment bring together
the business hours, charge band, and escalation definitions. This enables
you to set precisely the service your customer requires on a model-bymodel basis.
You can set up all service levels before you begin using Service Accent, or
add them as required. As soon as a service level is saved it is available for
use.
The Service Levels dialogue brings together critical data such as business
hours and charges, and enables you to define each of your organisation's
service level offerings. The service level record comprises a set of rules for
each of the following types of service activities:
•

Field – any activity which requires an engineer response, such as an
equipment breakdown, where a contractual response target applies

•

Workshop – turnaround-based work, such as in-house repairs, returns
from the field, or refurbishment

•

Bookings & PMs – pre-arranged activities such as
Maintenance Services, installations, or commissioning work

•

Helpdesk – telephone-based jobs like technical support enquiries, or
complaints

•

Other - Other settings for the service levels, such as nominal codes
and price books

Planned

Within each job type, various terms are used to define the rules for the
service level. These include:
•

Cover – means the days and hours of service cover the client receives
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•

Charge bands – indicates any time-based labour charges payable by
the client under the agreement

•

Charge for Parts – identifies whether the client is charged for parts
and consumables as part of the service level

•

Escalation – allows Service Accent to monitor outstanding service
activities and alerts users based on pre-defined rules

•

Response target – identifies the response time, in working hours,
offered to the client from initial receipt of call

•

Fix target – specifies, in working hours, the guarantee that the client’s
problem will be resolved within a set time after placement of call or
engineer response

•

Turnaround – specifies, in working hours or days, the guaranteed fix
offered to the client from initial receipt of job/equipment. Used for
workshop jobs.

•

Planned Maintenance – specifies the number of regular service visits
offered within the terms of the service level

If you have contracts where equipment has varying response targets, you
need to set up specific service levels to suit each different response type.
Service Accent requires a default service level for non-contract customers.
Create this service level before creating any others.
For more information, see
Creating and Modifying
Categories and Codes on
page 68.

Service Accent also features an accounts interface module, which enables
you to assign your service levels with flexible nominal codes.
When completed, the Service Levels dialogue appears similar to the
following:
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To set up service levels
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Service levels icon.

2.

The Service Levels dialogue appears

3.

Click New.

The following procedures describe the service level tabs and the editable
fields.
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To complete the Field tab
1.

Select the Field tab. The Field tab appears as follows:

2.

In the Description field, enter the name of the service level.

3.

From the Cover drop-down list, select the cover you want to apply to
this service level, and then click Cover to view the details. If incorrect,
choose again. If no appropriate cover exists, refer to page 32.

4.

From the Charge band drop-down list, select the charge band you
want to apply to this service level, then click Charge band to view the
details. If incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate charge exists, refer
to page 35.

5.

From the Escalation drop-down list, select the escalation you want to
apply to this service level, then click Escalation to view the details. If
incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate escalation exists, refer to
page 40.

6.

Use the Charge for... check boxes to identify whether parts, toner, or
paper are included under the terms of a customer service level.

Parts, toner and paper can be modified to any other 3 label names. Please
contact your service provider for details.
7.

Enable Has a response target field to assign a response time target
to equipment with this service level. After you enable the check box,
you can specify the number of hours your service team has to respond
to the customer.

8.

Enable Has a fix target to assign a fix time target to equipment with
this service level. After you select the check box, you can specify the
number of hours your service team has to fix the problem.
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When completed, the Field tab appears similar to the following:

To complete the Workshop tab
1.

Select the Workshop tab. The Workshop tab appears as follows:

2.

From the Cover drop-down list, select the cover you want to apply to
this service level, and then click Cover to view the details. If incorrect,
choose again. If no appropriate cover exists, refer to page 32.

3.

From the Charge band drop-down list, select the charge band you
want to apply to this service level, then click Charge band to view the
details. If incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate charge exists, refer
to page 35.

4.

From the Escalation drop-down list, select the escalation you want to
apply to this service level, then click Escalation to view the details. If
incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate escalation exists, refer to
page 40.

5.

Use the Charge for... check boxes to identify whether parts, toner, or
paper are included under the terms of a customer service level.
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6.

Use the Turnaround group box to assign a turnaround time to calls
logged with this service level. Select the option most appropriate to this
service level.

7.

Specify times in the hours and days fields as necessary to assign a
target turnaround time for equipment with this service level.

When completed, the Workshop tab appears as follows:

To complete the Bookings and PMs tab
Select the Bookings and PMs tab. The tab appears as follows:

1.

From the Cover drop-down list, select the cover you want to apply to
this service level, and then click Cover to view the details. If incorrect,
choose again. If no appropriate cover exists, refer to page 32.

2.

From the Charge band drop-down list, select the charge band you
want to apply to this service level, then click Charge band to view the
details. If incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate charge exists, refer
to page 35.
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3.

From the Escalation drop-down list, select the escalation you want to
apply to this service level, then click Escalation to view the details. If
incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate escalation exists, refer to
page 40.

4.

Use the Charge for... check boxes to identify whether parts, toner, or
paper are included under the terms of a customer service level.

5.

Enable Allow planned maintenance to define the maintenance
frequency in weeks or months and the target completion. For example,
a PM job booked for 18/12/2003 could have a target completion of the
end of the same day, the end of the week of 22/12/2003, or the end of
December 2003.
The planned maintenance defined here differs from the planned
maintenance for metered equipment.

For more information, see the
Service Accent User Guide.

When completed, the Bookings & PMs tab appears similar to the
following:

To complete the Helpdesk tab
1.

Select the Helpdesk tab. The Helpdesk tab appears as follows:
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2.

From the Cover drop-down list, select the cover you want to apply to
this service level, and then click Cover to view the details. If incorrect,
choose again. If no appropriate cover exists, refer to page 32.

3.

From the Charge band drop-down list, select the charge band you
want to apply to this service level, then click Charge band to view the
details. If incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate charge exists, refer
to page 35.

4.

From the Escalation drop-down list, select the escalation you want to
apply to this service level, then click Escalation to view the details. If
incorrect, choose again. If no appropriate escalation exists, refer to
page 40.

5.

Use the Charge for... check boxes to identify whether models/parts,
toner, or paper are included under the terms of a customer service
level.

6.

Enable the Has a response target field to assign a response time
target to equipment with this service level. After you select the check
box, you can specify the number of hours your service team has to
respond to the customer.

7.

Enable the Has a fix target field to assign a fix time target to
equipment with this service level. After you select the check box, you
can specify the number of hours your service team has to fix the
problem.

When completed, the Helpdesk tab appears similar to the following:
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To complete the Other tab
1.

Select the Other tab. The Other tab appears as follows:

2.

Click Price Book. The Price Book dialogue appears.

3.

The Price Book is used to setup whether a part or category of parts
are charged or not charged to the customer for the service level
chosen.
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4.

Click New. The Parts tab appears.

5.

If you want to add specific parts, click A part.

6.

Click Select part to open the Finder and search for a part or model.

7.

Select Always charge or Never charge for the part.

8.

If you want to add a part category, click A part category.

9.

Select the desired category from the drop-down list and then select
Always charge or Never charge for all parts within the desired
category.
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10. Click Save.

11. Click

to close the dialogue box and return back to the Other tab.
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12. Click Contract agreement text and depending on the area you want
to add text to the contract documentation, select Header, Detail, or
Footer from the menu that appears.

13. In the Notepad, enter the text you want to appear in the respective
areas of a contract (header, main body, and footer).

14. Click Save & Close.
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15. If desired, enable Use the charge band against the service region
when billing jobs using this service level. This is a bespoke setting,
please contact your support provider for further details.
The nominal codes Simple meter billing, standing charge, minimum
meter billing, copypack meter billing, daily meter billing and meter
billing commission will only be available if the optional Service Accent
Meter billing module has been licensed.
16. Click the Contract Billing button to set the default nominal code for
contract billing.
17. Click the Simple meter Billing button to set the default nominal code
for simple usage meter billing.
18. Click the Standing charge button to set the default nominal code for
the standard charge.
19. Click the Minimum meter billing button to set the default nominal
code for minimum billing with excess.
20. Click the Copypack meter billing button to set the default nominal
code for copypack meter billing.
21. Click the Daily meter billing button to set the default nominal code
for daily meter billing.
22. Click the Meter billing commission button to set the default nominal
code for meter billing commission.
23. In all case, the following is displayed
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24. From the Nominal code drop-down list, select the nominal code, and a
Cost centre and Department code, and then click OK
25. If the nominal code is selected against Contract billing, the remaining
nominal code fields are automatically populated with the contract biling
nominal details. If these are not correct for the remaining ones, click
the appropriate button to change the nominal code.

26. Click Save to save your changes.

Creating Warranties
If your business supplies goods that are covered by a warranty, you must
define the terms of the warranty. Service Accent is supplied with some
warranty plans that you can modify. You can also define new warranties as
required.
The term warranty has a very broad definition in today’s service
environment. Warranty rules change depending on whether the service
provider is the OEM (original equipment manufacturer) or the VAR (value
added reseller).
To simplify, consider the following types of warranty services. If your
business falls into any of the categories below, you need to create warranty
types for your equipment:
•

You are the OEM, and you offer a direct return-to-base warranty to all
your customers, including distributors

•

You are the OEM, and you offer a direct on-site warranty to your endusers

•

You are the VAR, and you offer a direct return-to-base or on-site
warranty to your end-users, either on behalf of the OEM, or as a valueadded service to the OEM warranty
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To create warranties
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Warranties icon.

2.

The Warranties dialogue appears

3.

Click New. The Details tab appears.

4.

In the Description field, type a description of the warranty.

5.

In the Duration field, type the duration of the warranty in months.

6.

From the Service level drop-down list, select a service level.
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To see details of the service level selected, click Service level.
7.

Click Invoice to. In the Finder, search for the customer you are
invoicing, for chargeable work covered by the warranty. You can clear
the Invoice to field by clicking the
.
The completed dialogue appears similar to the following:

8.

Click Save.

Creating and Modifying Categories and Codes
Use the Categories and Codes dialogue to create and modify the defaults
that appear throughout Service Accent. These defaults are referred to as
codes.
Certain codes are defined by Service Accent and you cannot edit these.
This guide highlights these codes using the following symbol:

For convenience, the Categories and Status Codes dialogue organises its
content into five main groupings:
•

Work Control

•

Billing & Financial

•

Contracts

•

Stock & Inventory

•

Other codes

The following procedure explains how to navigate in this dialogue.
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To view categories
1.

Click Admin From the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears

3.

Within each category group, there several sub categories and these are
as follows

Click to access Work
Control categories
Click to access Billing
& financial categories
Click to access
Contracts categories
Click to access Stock &
inventory categories
Click to access Other
categories

Work control category group
Job categories
Status codes
Analysis codes
Extension reasons
Recall reasons
Response & fix reasons
Ad-hoc events
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Billing & financial category group
Nominal codes
Department codes
Purchase & Sales order processing
Contracts category group
Contract types
Cancellation reasons
Subcontracting reasons
Stock & inventory category group
Stock categories
Stock commodity codes
Locations
Lease profiles
Other codes category group
Delivery methods
Engineer teams
To-do categories

To add categories
1.

Click the appropriate category group button. Choose a sub category
within one of these groups: Work control, Billing & Financial,
Contracts, Stock & Inventory or Other codes.

2.

Click New.

3.

Add the desired category.

Defining Work Control Categories and Codes
This section describes the categories and controls in the work control
group.

Job Categories

Service Accent has the specific service job types: field, workshop, PMs,
bookings, and helpdesk activities. These represent the different types of
service job you can record and process in Service Accent. Job types cannot
exceed 5 in total, but the names can be changed by clicking on the
Rename button.
To add flexibility, Service Accent also enables you to define your own job
categories for each job type. For example, a typical workshop category list
can include:
•

Standard repair

•

Return from field service

•

Express repair

•

Advance replacement

•

Refurbishment

It is important not to complicate job categories. For example, instead of
creating the job categories warranty repair, chargeable repair, and contract
repair, remember that Service Accent already knows how to classify
“warranty”, chargeable, and contract jobs. Just use repair, and let Service
Accent manage the rest. The default job type can also be specified.
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Creating and Maintaining Job Codes
The following procedure describes how to create a job code, as well as how
to modify and delete job codes.

To create a job code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Work control.

4.

From the sub categories displayed, click Job categories

5.

In the Job Types tree, click the job category that you want to add a
job code to. The current job codes assigned to the job category appear
in the right-hand pane.

6.

Click New.
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7.

At the prompt, enter the name of the new job code, and then click OK.

8.

Select the job code you just created, in the right-hand pane.

9.

In the Job duration fields, enter the default length of time for the PM
and workshop/PM jobs, in hours, with up to two decimal places (for
example, 1.5 equals one and one half hours). If you leave the fields
blank, one hour becomes the default.
The Job duration field is used:
•

in conjunction with your planned maintenance schedules, as the
default value for any new PM schedule where you select this job
category

•

to help plan all types of jobs in the Visual Schedule; using the
durations you specify, Service Accent automatically creates a diary
slot size to suit the category of the job you are scheduling.
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10. Use Fg and Bg to select custom foreground and background colours for
the job code in the Visual Scheduler.

It is recommended that you set up colour codes in a logical, structured
way, so that as few colours as possible are used, and a given colour
indicates related items. See the following section for recommendations.
11. Click Save (in the right-hand Properties group box) to save the job
code properties.

To modify a job code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

1.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Job
categories.

2.

In the Job Types tree, highlight the job type and then in the righthand pane select the job category you want to modify.

3.

Click Modify. At the prompt, change the name of the new job category,
if necessary, and then click OK.

4.

Change the job category properties as required, and then click Save.
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To delete a job code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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1.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Job
categories.

2.

In the Job Types tree, highlight the job type and then in the righthand pane select the job category you want to delete.

3.

Click Delete. At the prompt, click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Use with care, as deleting a job category will take the category out of any
existing work records.

Designing a Colour-Coding Scheme for Job Codes
Colour codes make the Visual Scheduler a powerful tool for managing work
control—a carefully planned colour-coding scheme enables users to quickly
scan and understand the information in the Visual Scheduler.
For more information, see
Creating and Maintaining Job
Codes on page 71.

Using the Categories and Status Codes dialogue, you can customise the
colour codes for items in the Visual Scheduler.
The example in the following table illustrates the relationship between job
categories and the colour coding scheme, and shows how each area of your
service department can use colour coding to identify:
•

the primary stock source for parts used on a service call (i.e., main,
locational, or customer)

•

the stock source for parts used on a service call

•

similar types of services
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Job
Type

Stock Source
Job Category
Code & Colour

Field Service Locational/Bg
Yellow

Workshop
Service

Bookings

Planned
Maintenance

Helpdesk

Main/Bg Green

Locational/Bg
Yellow

Locational/Bg
Yellow

Main/Bg Grey

Blue

1. MINOR REPAIR

X

2. MAJOR REPAIR

X

Orange Yellow Pink

3. HARDWARE UPGRADE

X

4. SOFTWARE UPGRADE

X

5. EMERGENCY
REPLACEMENT

X

6. EMERG INSTALL W/
TRAINING

X

1. MINOR REPAIR

X

2. MAJOR REPAIR

X

3. HARDWARE UPGRADE

X

4. SOFTWARE UPGRADE

X

1. INSTALLATION W/
TRAINING

X

2. TRAINING

X

3. INSTALL
ACCESSORIES

X

4. INSTALL DEMO
EQUIPMENT

X

5. INSTALL LOANER
EQUIPMENT

X

1. PM SERVICE

Green

X

2. HARDWARE UPGRADE

X

3. SOFTWARE UPGRADE

X

1. TROUBLESHOOTING

X

2. GENERAL
INSTRUCTION

X

3. SOFTWARE UPGRADE
TRAIN

X

This table is provided for illustration purposes only.

Modifying Stock Source Property Colour Codes
The stock source property colour codes that appear in the Visual Scheduler
help you identify the source of inventory items—i.e., whether the inventory
item is locational, main, or customer.

For more information, see
Creating and Maintaining Job
Codes on page 71.

The stock source properties are not used if the job duration properties are
used.
The stock source property is used for inventory (machines) only. It does
not have any bearing on stock parts.
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To modify the colour code assigned to a stock source
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Job
categories.

4.

In the Job Types tree, click the job category that you want to modify
the stock source colour of. The current colour assignment for the stock
source appears in the Properties group box below the left-hand panel.

5.

From the Stock source drop-down list, select where the inventory
item is located. The options are as follows:
•

Main – the inventory item is located from main stock

•

Locational – the inventory item is located with the Engineer (or
other resource) assigned to the job.

•

Customer – the inventory item is located with the customer.

6.

Use Fg and Bg to select custom foreground and background colours for
the stock source in the Visual Scheduler.

7.

Click Save (in the left-hand Properties group box) to save the job
category properties.
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Status Codes
Service Accent status codes relate to the work control system. Status codes
are used throughout the life cycle of a service job, from initial call logging,
to engineer despatch, to call closure.
Most of Service Accent’s status codes enable the system to accurately
monitor the flow of information through the service department. With only
one exception, Service Accent’s status codes are designed to operate
automatically based on the various job processes.

The default categories of status codes are not editable, however it is
recommended you read the descriptions for your own information.
You should never add or remove status codes other than the job status
codes. Neither should you modify any descriptions, although you may
adjust their properties as described below.

Engineer Status Codes
Used to monitor the status of engineers associated with service jobs. The
engineer status codes include:
•

Unassigned – no engineer is currently assigned to the job

•

Provisionally assigned – the job has been queued up for the
engineer, but not confirmed

•

Assigned to engineer – the engineer has been assigned and is
confirmed

•

On route to customer – the engineer has left the office or the last job
and is travelling to site

•

On site – the engineer is at the customer's site (this sets the job's
response date and time automatically)

•

Job fixed – the engineer has resolved the problem but has not yet left
site (this sets the job's fixed date and time automatically)

•

Off site - the engineer has left the customer’s site

•

Arrived back to base - the engineer has arrived back at the office
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Parts Status Codes
The parts status codes are only applicable if you have the optional Service
Accent Stock module.
Parts codes are used to monitor spare parts activity during the life of a
service job, and include the following:
•

Okay – no parts activity

•

Parts requested – parts have been requested for use on the job

•

Parts on order – a purchase order has been raised for the requested
parts

•

Parts available – the parts are now reserved for use on the job

•

Parts returned to stock - the parts have been returned to main stock
(usually a cancelled parts request)

•

Parts returned from customer – the parts have been returned to
main stock from the customer locational stores

•

Parts installed at customer – the parts have arrived at customer
locational stores

•

Parts estimated – the customer has been quoted a price for parts

•

Parts despatched – the parts have been despatched from main stock
by a customisable range of methods, for example by courier, with
engineer

Loan Status Codes
Loan status codes are used to monitor the status of loan equipment items
associated with service jobs, and include the following:
•

Loan requested – a loan unit has been requested

•

Loan reserved – a loan unit has been reserved for the job

•

Loan despatched – the loan unit has been despatched or collected

•

Loan rejected – the loan unit has been rejected on the service call
(eg, faulty, unrepairable)

•

Loan installed – the loan unit is installed at the customer's site

•

Loan returned – the loan unit has been returned to stock for testing

•

Swap out – the loan unit is now permanent and replaces the original
faulty equipment

•

Faulty unit removed – not used

•

Repaired unit returned – not used

•

Loan removed – the loan unit has been removed from the customer's
site (i.e. the original faulty equipment has been returned to the
customer)

•

Loan tested and returned to stock – after testing the loan unit is
now available for loan again
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Customer Item Status Codes
Customer item status codes are used to monitor the status of customer
equipment items associated with service calls, and include the following
•

Okay - no customer equipment item activity

•

In transit from customer - customer equipment item is on route
from the customer site to the workshop

•

In workshop - customer equipment item is in the workshop

•

Awaiting return to customer - customer equipment item is ready to
be return to the customer

•

In transit to customer - customer equipment item is on route to the
customer

•

Returned to customer - customer equipment item has been returned
to the customer

•

Swapped - customer equipment item was faulty and another item has
been used

•

Job logged - customer has logged a service call

Mobile Comms Status Codes
The mobile comms status codes are only applicable if you have the optional
Service Accent Wireless module. Please refer to the Service Accent Wireless
Setup guide for further information.
Mobile comms status codes are used by engineers communicating
remotely. The engineer could be using a mobile phone, a PDA or a laptop.
You can use these predefined status codes, as well as adding your own.
•

Not sent - job has not been sent to the engineers mobile device

•

Waiting to be sent - job is ready to be sent to the engineers mobile
device

•

Sent - job has been sent to the engineers mobile device

•

Communications error - there is a communications problem between
Service Accent Remote Console and the engineers mobile device

•

Viewed by remote user - the engineer has viewed the job on their
mobile device

•

Queued by gateway - job is queued by the remote console software
and is waiting to be sent to the engineers mobile device

•

Received by remote user - job has been received by the engineer,
but not yet viewed

•

Completed - the job has been completed by the engineer

•

Removed from device - the engineer has manually removed the job
from their mobile device
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Email Gateway Status Codes
Email gateway status codes are used when communicating to customers,
via email. You can use these predefined status codes, as well as adding
your own.
•

Not used - this status code is not used

•

Received via email - job has been received from the customer, by
email

•

Fix notification sent - job has been fixed and notification sent by
email to the customer

•

Close notification sent - job has been completed and notification
sent by email to the customer

Job Status Codes (Manually Applied)
You can define status codes to accommodate situations or processes not
covered by Service Accent’s default status codes. Please refer to the
following section.

Creating a Job Status Code (manually applied)
Job status codes (manually applied) are used for any situations or
processes not accommodated by standard Service Accent job status codes.
The following procedure describes how to create your own custom status
codes.

To create a job status code (manually applied)
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Status codes.

4.

In the Status Codes tree, click Job status codes (manually
applied).

Service Accent provides a set quantity of 50 blank user-definable fields.
You can assign, edit, and delete the details that you define in these
fields. Job status field 1 is used by Service Accent and cannot be
amended or deleted.
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5.

Highlight an unused field in the right-hand list and then click Modify.

6.

In the Desc field, enter the name of the new status code.

7.

Select an option to indicate the purpose of the code:

8.

•

Place job on hold – Select to automatically place a job on hold
when the chosen status code is applied. Each time a job is placed
on hold Service Accent registers the amount of time spent on hold.
A job may be placed on hold any number of times during its life
cycle. Service Accent collates each period the job spends on hold to
provide you with a total hold time. Jobs can be taken off hold
manually, or automatically when the job status changes to a code
which is not tagged to place the job on hold.

•

Is a response – Select to automatically register a response date
and time when the chosen status code is applied. For example, you
may want to indicate that a response has been achieved once the
user-defined status called “customer” has been reached.

•

Is a fix – Select to automatically register a fix date and time when
the chosen status code is applied. For example, you may want to
indicate that a fix has been achieved once the loan status “loan
installed” has been reached.

Click Save.

To modify a job status code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Status codes.

4.

Click Job status codes (manually applied).

Job status field 1 is used by Service Accent and cannot be amended.
5.

In the right-hand list, highlight the status code to change and then click
Modify.

6.

Make your changes to the properties of the status code.

7.

Click Save.
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To delete a job status code
1.

2.

1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Status codes.
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2.

Click Job status codes (manually applied).

Job status field 1 is used by Service Accent and cannot be deleted.
3.

In the right-hand list, highlight the item you want to delete.

4.

Click Delete. The user-defined status code is removed from the list.

Analysis Codes
Analysis codes are used in conjunction with service jobs to help identify the
nature of the problem (fault code), the cause of the fault (cause code), and
the action taken to resolve the problem (action code).
These analysis codes offer a convenient way of analysing performance
trends. It is easier to spot patterns from structured codes, rather than
analysing vast amounts of text. You can design your own codes to suit the
type of equipment you service, then use them later to analyse individual
service jobs.
It is recommended that for your own custom codes you use a prefix to
distinguish the different types of analysis codes—for example, “F,” “C,” and
“A” for fault, cause, and action respectively. The following example shows
this approach used for fault codes:
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Fault Codes
Fault codes are used to identify the fault found, normally diagnosed by the
customer placing the call or work controller who is entering the call into
Service Accent. For example:
•

No power

•

Noisy

•

Seal leaking

•

Not scanning

Fault codes are not mandatory—you can operate Service Accent without
fault codes.

Cause Codes
Used to identify the reason for the fault as diagnosed by the engineer. For
example:
•

Power supply failure

•

Unit not level

•

Seal perished

•

Customer not trained

•

Monitor cable failure

Cause codes are optional—you are not required to enter a set of cause
codes into Service Accent.

Action Codes
The action taken by the engineer to resolve the problem. For example:
•

Loan unit installed

•

Cleaned

•

Training requested

•

No action taken, parts required

Service Accent also enables you to assign fault, cause, and action codes to
specific job types. For example, a fault code used for field service may not
apply to the workshop. In the same way, you may want to use planned
maintenance codes to identify the type of service as opposed to a fault.
You can also set a warning if the fault profile is incomplete at job closure.
Please see the following section.
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To force the user to complete the fault profile at job closure
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

2.

The System settings dialogue appears

3.

Click the Work Control link and the following is displayed;
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4.

Click Invoicing & other options link and the following is displayed;

5.

Click to enable Warn if fault profile incomplete on job closure.

6.

Click OK to save.

Enable Warn if fault profile
incomplete on job closure
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Creating Analysis Codes
To create an analysis code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Analysis codes.
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4.

The Analysis codes dialogue appears as follows:

5.

In the Select code type group, click the code type you want to create.
In this case, Fault codes.

6.

Click New.

7.

In the Code field, enter the alphanumeric code reference. For example,
F05.

8.

In the Description field, enter a description to accompany the code.
For example, ERROR CODE F005 or LEAK FROM MAIN SEAL.

9.

From the Job Category drop-down list, accept the default, All
Categories, or select the single category that this code is designed to
suit. For example, the code CLEAN & REPAIR may only apply to
workshop jobs, whereas the code SERVICE & CALIBRATE may be
specific to planned maintenance jobs.
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10. In the additional text, enter upto 255 characters of any additional
information pertaining to this fault code. For example, if this call could
be cleared over the telephone, enter the procedure to relay to the
customer. This text will automatically be displayed in the fault details
box when selecting this fault code when recording a new job.
Alternatively, you can click on the word fault on the fault tab when
recording a new job in Service Accent to see the text in full. An
example of additional text entered against code F01 is shown, along
with how the text appears when logging a service call in Service
Accent.

Additional text entered here, upto a
maximum of 255 characters

The additional text is entered against the fault code and when a new
job is created with this fault code, the additional text is shown as
below;

Click the word Fault to
display the additional
text in full.

The additional text automatically
displayed in the fault details box
when the fault code selected.
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11. Tasks are used to schedule any action that should be done on entry of
the selected fault code into the job.

12. When the Tasks button is clicked, the following dialogue appears;
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13. Enter the tasks applicable to this fault code, separated by new lines
(pressing Return on the keyboard). An example is shown below;

If the fault code containing the task is selected when a new service job
is logged, these tasks will be added to the task list within the service
job when the fault is saved (please refer to the Service Accent User
Guide manual for further details).
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14. Click Save & close to save the tasks and exit the tasks dialogue and
return to the Categories & status codes dialogue.

15. Click Save.

To modify an analysis code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Analysis codes.

4.

The Analysis codes dialogue appears as follows:

5.

In the Select code type group, click the code type you want to modify.
In this case, Fault codes.
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6.

Click Modify.

7.

Change the code properties as necessary.

8.

Click Save.

To delete an analysis code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Analysis codes.

4.

The Analysis codes dialogue appears as follows:

5.

In the Select code type group, click the code type you want to delete.
In this case, Fault codes.
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6.

Click Delete.

7.

Click Yes to confirm your choice.

8.

Click Save.

Extension Reasons
Extension reasons are optional, and can be used in conjunction with service
jobs. When you extend a job you progress it to a further stage. An example
of extending is moving a job from the field to the workshop. Your extension
reasons may include RETURN TO FIT PARTS, ASSISTANCE REQUIRED,
TRANSFER TO WORKSHOP, etc.
On occasion, especially in the field service environment, a job may require
more than one visit (or action) to resolve the problem. For example, an
Engineer may need to return to the customer’s site with the correct parts.
In the same way, a job may start as a helpdesk call, but may then be
passed to the field service department.
When completed, the extension reason codes appear similar to the
following:
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To create an extension reason
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Extension reasons.

4.

The Extension reasons dialogue appears as follows:

5.

Click New.

6.

Enter the new extension reason, and then click OK.
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To modify an extension reason
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Extension reasons.

4.

The Extension reasons dialogue appears as follows:

5.

Highlight the extension reason you want to modify.

6.

Click Modify.

7.

Type your changes to the extension reason, and then click OK.
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To delete an extension reason
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Extension reasons.
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4.

The Extension reasons dialogue appears as follows:

5.

Highlight the extension reason you want to delete.

6.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Recall Reasons
Recall reasons are optional, and can be used in conjunction with service
jobs. Service Accent automatically tags jobs believed to be potential
recalls, then allows you to specify the recall reason. A recall is defined as an
item of equipment failing more than once within a specified period. In
Service Accent you can define that period in working days and, in the case
of metered equipment, number of copies (Meter billing is an optional
module for Service Accent). Your recall reasons could include INCORRECT
INSTALLATION, PARTS FAILED, CUSTOMER UNHAPPY, or similar. When
completed, the recall reason codes appear similar to the following:
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To create a recall reason
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Recall
reasons.
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4.

The recall reasons dialogue appears as follows:

5.

Click New.

6.

Enter the new recall reason, and then click OK.

To modify recall reasons
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Recall
reasons.

4.

The recall reasons dialogue appears as follows:

5.

Highlight the recall reason you want to modify.

6.

Click Modify.

7.

Types your changes to the recall reason, and then click OK.
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To delete recall reasons
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Recall
reasons.
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4.

The recall reasons dialogue appears as follows:

5.

Highlight the recall reason you want to delete.

6.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Response and Fix Reasons
Response and fix reasons are optional, and can be used in conjunction with
service jobs. These reasons are used when a job is updated to reflect that
either a response or a fix has been achieved.
The reason is only made available if the response or fix hours has been
achieved. The missed reasons are available if the target time has been
exceeded, i.e., you were required to respond/fix in four hours but only
achieved six hours, therefore you missed the target. In such cases you can
specify the reason for failure, e.g. TRAFFIC PROBLEMS, VEHICLE
PROBLEMS, SITE ACCESS PROBLEMS, etc.
You can also identify how you responded or fixed, regardless of whether
you achieved or missed your target. For example, TELEPHONE RESPONSE,
EMAIL, RESPONSE, LOAN UNIT FIX, etc.
When completed, the response and fix reason codes appear similar to the
following:
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To create a response or a fix reason
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Response & fix reasons.
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4.

The Response & fix reasons dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Click the area you want to add details to: Response reasons or Miss
reasons. The area will remain white to indicate it has been selected
and the other area will turn grey.

6.

Click New.

7.

Enter the new response or miss reason, and then click OK.
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To modify a response or a fix reason
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Response & fix reasons.
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4.

The Response & fix reasons dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Click the area you want to add details to: Response reasons or Miss
reasons. The area will remain white to indicate it has been selected
and the other area will turn grey.

6.

Highlight the response or miss reason you want to modify.

7.

Click Modify.

8.

Enter your changes, and then click OK.
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To delete a response or a fix reason
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click
Response & fix reasons.
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4.

The Response & fix reasons dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Click the area you want to add details to: Response reasons or Miss
reasons. The area will remain white to indicate it has been selected
and the other area will turn grey.

6.

Highlight the response or miss reason you want to delete.

7.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Ad-hoc Events
Ad-hoc events are used in conjunction with the Visual Scheduler. The Visual
Scheduler is a diary system that enables you to plan your service jobs and
other activities on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. Some activities do not
justify the creation of a work record, therefore ad-hoc events are used
instead. Some examples may include: Holiday, Sick leave or training
courses.
When completed, the ad-hoc events appear similar to the following:
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To create an ad-hoc event
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Adhoc reasons.
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4.

The Ad-hoc events dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Click New.

6.

Enter the name of the new ad-hoc event, and then click OK.

To modify an ad-hoc event
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Adhoc events.

4.

The Ad-hoc events dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Highlight the ad-hoc event you want to change.

6.

Click Modify.

7.

Enter your changes to the ad hoc event, and then click OK.
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To delete an ad-hoc event
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Work control and from the sub categories displayed, click Adhoc events.
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4.

The Ad-hoc events dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Highlight the ad-hoc event you want to delete.

6.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Defining Billing & Financial Categories and Codes
This section describes the categories and codes in the billing & financial
group.

Nominal Codes
Service Accent features a comprehensive accounting system interface
module. This means you can produce an invoice in Service Accent, and
then transfer the financial information to your chosen accounting package.
For information on using Service Accent with your Accounting package,
please contact your support provider.
You must ensure that Service Accent is configured with all the necessary
nominal codes. You can then apply the nominal codes to any potentially
chargeable areas of Service Accent.
Nominal codes are used in conjunction with Service Accent's accounting
export utility. The nominal codes you enter in Service Accent must be the
same as those used in your accounting system.
These codes must be entered in Service Accent, like-for-like, and must then
be attached to every applicable area of Service Accent.
Some examples of areas where Service Accent requires you to attach
nominal codes are:
•

Service levels – used in conjunction with contract, rental billing and the
optional Service Accent Meter Billing module

•

Charge bands – if you charge for labour and travel
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When completed, the nominal codes appear similar to the following:

To create a nominal code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Nominal codes.

4.

The Nominal codes dialogue appears as follows;

5.

Click New. The following dialogue appears.

6.

In the first field, type the nominal code exactly as it appears in your
accounting system.

7.

In the second field, type a description for the nominal code.

8.

Click OK.
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To modify a Nominal code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Nominal codes.

4.

Highlight the nominal code you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify.

6.

Make your changes in the dialogue that appears, and then click OK.
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To delete a Nominal code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Nominal codes.

4.

Highlight the nominal code you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Department Codes
Department codes are used in conjunction with nominal codes and Service
Accent's accounting export utility and give another degree of analysis. The
department codes you enter in Service Accent must be the same as those
used in your accounting system.
These codes must be entered in Service Accent, like-for-like, and must then
be attached to every applicable area of Service Accent.
When completed, the department codes look similar to the following

To create a department code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Department codes.

4.

Click New. The following dialogue appears;

5.

In the first field, type the department code exactly as it appears in your
accounting system.

6.

In the second field, type a description for the department code.

7.

Click OK.
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To modify a Department code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Department codes.

4.

Highlight the department code you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify.
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6.

Make your changes in the dialogue that appears, and then click OK.

To delete a Department code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Department codes.

4.

Highlight the department code you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Purchase Order Processing Codes
Purchase order processing codes are only applicable to the optional Service
Accent Stock control module.
Use the purchase order processing codes to categorise new purchase
orders. Some examples include ASSETS, SECOND-HAND MACHINES, etc.

To create a purchase order processing category code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.
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4.

Click the Puchase ordering tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Click New.

6.

Enter the new category code description, and then click OK.
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To modify a purchase order processing category code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.
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4.

Click the Puchase ordering tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Highlight the purchase order processing category code you want to
modify.

6.

Click Modify.

7.

Enter your changes to the sales order category code, and then click
OK.

To delete a sales order processing category code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.

4.

Click the Purchase ordering tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Highlight the purchase order processing category code you want to
delete.

6.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Sales Order Processing Codes
The sales order processing codes represent delivery charges (see page
138) and categories (see page 144).
When completed, the sales order processing delivery codes and categories
appear similar to the following:

Creating Sales Order Processing Delivery Codes
When you create a new sales order processing document, you are given the
opportunity to specify any associated delivery charges. To assist you with
this selection you can call upon a list of standard delivery types and
charges entered here. Some examples might include SAME DAY, NEXT DAY,
STANDARD, SPECIAL, etc.
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To create a sales order processing delivery code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.
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4.

Click the SOP delivery tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Click New.

6.

Enter the new delivery code description and charge, and then click OK.

Assigning a Nominal Code to a Sales Order Delivery Code
If you intend to use Service Accent's accounting export utility, you must
also assign a nominal code to each delivery charge code.

To assign a Nominal code to a delivery charge.
1.

Highlight the sales order processing delivery code you want to assign a
nominal code to.

2.

Click the Nominal code button. The Nominal Entry dialogue appears.

3.

From the nominal code drop-down list, select the nominal code for
this delivery charge.

4.

If applicable, select a Cost centre and Department code, and then click
OK.
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To modify a sales order processing delivery code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.
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4.

Click the SOP delivery tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Highlight the sales order processing delivery code you want to modify.

6.

Click Modify.

7.

Enter your changes to the sales order delivery code, and then click OK.

To delete a sales order processing delivery code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.

4.

Click the SOP delivery tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Highlight the sales order processing delivery code you want to delete.

6.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Creating Sales Order Processing Category Codes
When you create a new sales order processing document, you are given the
opportunity to categorise the type of sales on the sales order. To assist you
with this selection you can call upon a list of standard categories entered
here. Some examples might include NEW MACHINE SALES, SECOND HAND
MACHINES SALES, SOFTWARE SALES, etc.

To create a sales order processing category code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.

4.

Click the SOP Categories tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Click New.

6.

Enter the new category code description, and then click OK.
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To modify a sales order processing category code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.
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4.

Click the SOP Categories tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Highlight the sales order processing category code you want to modify.

6.

Click Modify.

7.

Enter your changes to the sales order category code, and then click
OK.

To delete a sales order processing category code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Billing & financial and from the sub categories displayed, click
Purchase & sales order processing.

4.

Click the SOP Categories tab at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Highlight the sales order processing category code you want to delete.

6.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Defining Contracts Categories and Codes
This section describes the categories and codes in the Contracts group.

Contract Type Categories
Service Accent allows you to group contracts. This is useful for creating
management reports. Example groups might be hardware, maintenance
only, callout only or voucher scheme. The contract type can be selected by
clicking on the drop down list in the Contracts dialogue.

When completed, the contract types category descriptions appear similar to
the following:
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To create a contract type description
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Contracts and from the sub categories displayed, click Contract
types.
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4.

Click New.

5.

Enter the new contract type description, and then click OK.

To modify a contract type description
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Contracts and from the sub categories displayed, click Contract
types.

4.

Highlight the contract type description you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.

To delete a contract type description
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Contracts and from the sub categories displayed, click Contract
types.

4.

Highlight the contract type description you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Cancellation Reasons Categories
Service Accent allows you to record the reason why a customer has
cancelled their contract. When a contract is cancelled, the reason for
cancellation can be displayed by clicking on the drop down list within the
Contract dialogue.
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When completed, the contract types category descriptions appear similar to
the following:

To create a cancellation reason
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Contracts and from
Cancellation reasons.

the

sub

categories

4.

Click New

5.

Enter the new cancellation reason, and then click OK.

displayed,

click

To modify a cancellation reason
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Contracts and from
Cancellation reasons.

the

sub

categories

4.

Highlight the cancellation reason you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.

displayed,

click

To delete a cancellation reason
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Contracts and from
Cancellation reasons.

4.

Highlight the cancellation reason you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Subcontracting Reasons Categories
Service Accent allows you to record the reason why an inventory item or
whole contract has been subcontracted to another company. When an item
of equipment is subcontracted, the reason for subcontracting can be
displayed by clicking on the drop down list within the Inventory or Contract
dialogue.
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When completed, the subcontracting reasons appear similar to the
following:

To create a subcontracting reason
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Contracts and from
Subcontracting reasons

the

sub

categories

displayed,

4.

Click New

5.

Enter the new subcontracting reason, and then click OK.

click

To modify a subcontracting reason
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Contracts and from
Subcontracting reasons

the

sub

categories

displayed,

4.

Highlight the subcontracting reason you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.

click

To delete a subcontracting reason
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Contracts and from
Subcontracting reasons

the

sub

categories

displayed,

4.

Highlight the subcontracting reason you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

click

Defining Stock & Inventory Categories and Codes
This section describes the categories and codes in the Stock & inventory
group.

Stock Categories
In Service Accent, stock divides into three distinct types:
•

Products – a serialised item that your organisation services; for
example, a security camera, a stair lift, a printer etc

•

Parts – items used in performing repairs—parts may or may not have
serial numbers, and in any case, you probably do not want to record
those identifiers

•

Consumables – items that are expended in the normal course of
operating the equipment; for example, oil and fuses
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Service Accent enables you to distinguish between parts and consumables
so that you can, if necessary, track parts that require regular replacing as
part of preventive maintenance.
Product codes are used in conjunction with inventory items, i.e. they are
used to specify the different types of equipment you sell and service. Spare
parts represent service parts and other sales items.
Both products and spare parts can be assigned to stock categories. Stock
categories allow you to group your products and parts generically. Some
examples of stock categories are:
•

Security cameras

•

Pumps

•

Pressure values

•

Developer units

•

Lighting units

•

Gas appliance

•

Disk Drive

•

Software

Stock categories assist you in management reporting. For instance, you
can generate a revenue report based on the software you have sold, as
opposed to searching the database for each individual software-related part
number.
To assist in creating stock product records, you can flag stock categories as
products. Service Accent then recognizes the stock record as a product
when the stock category is assigned to the new record. If a stock category
is flagged as a product, you can also indicate that any product in that
category has meters. Service Accent then recognizes the product record as
metered equipment. The optional Service Accent Meter billing module is
required for this.
With stock categories you can also identify categories of stock that are
always chargeable; for example, consumables like paper, print heads, oil
and ink cartridges.
Categories enable you to generalise the multitude of codes required by
service companies. Categories also help you to analyse service trends at a
glance, without having to look at each individual item.
You do not need to categorise models and stock by manufacturer—Service
Accent provides you with a designated manufacturer entry for each
equipment and stock record.
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When completed, the stock category codes appear similar to the following:

To create a stock category
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Stock categories.

4.

Click New.

5.

At the prompt enter the name of the stock category you want to create,
and then click OK.

6.

In the Properties group, enable the appropriate options as follows:
•

Is always chargeable – Used for spare parts categories only.
Select this option if you want to charge for this category of part,
regardless of their service contract or equipment warranty status.

This overrides any other setting for charging parts in Service Accent
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•

Is a product (has a serial number) – Used for product
categories only. Select this option to indicate that this category is
used for products as opposed to spare parts.

•

Has Meters – Used for product categories only. Select this option
to indicate that this category of product is installed with one or
more meters. This is only applicable if you have the optional meter
billing module.

•

Non-stock item - Used to for product or part categories. Select
this option to indicate that the part or product category is not
normally carried in stock.

•

Repairable - Used for part categories only. Select this option to
indicate that this category of part is repairable. If a part category is
marked as repairable and the engineer replaces this part, the part
will be automatically returned to faulty stock

•

Accessory - Used for product categories only. Select this option to
indicate that this category of product is an accessory to a main
product.

7.

Click Nominals. The Nominal Entry dialogue appears.

8.

From the nominal code drop-down list, select a nominal code to
assign to this stock category for invoicing purposes.

9.

If applicable, select a Cost centre and Department code, and then click
OK.

10. In the Cost uplift field, enter the cost increase factor that you want
placed on a certain stock category. You can use this field to globally
increase the price of all stock falling under a certain stock category. For
example, a domestic applicence cost of 1000 becomes 1500 with a
factor of 1.5.
11. Click Save.
When you create a new spare part or model record, you can specify its
category, as explained above. As you select the category, the properties
you specify above automatically default to your new record.
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To modify a stock category
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Stock categories.

4.

Highlight the stock category you want to change.

5.

Click Modify.

6.

Enter your changes, and then click OK.
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7.

In the Properties group, makes changes as necessary.

8.

Click Save.

To delete a stock category
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Stock categories.

4.

Highlight the stock category you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Stock Commodity Codes Categories
Service Accent allows you to record stock commodity codes to identify such
whether the part is imported or exported, for example. When a part has a
stock commodity code, it can be displayed by clicking on the drop down list
within the Stock dialogue.

When completed, the stock commodity codes appear similar to the
following:
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To create a stock Commodity Code
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Stock commodity codes.
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4.

Click New

5.

Enter the new stock commodity code, and then click OK.

To modify a stock commodity code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Stock commodity codes.

4.

Highlight the stock commodity code you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.

To delete a stock commodity code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Stock commodity codes.

4.

Highlight the stock commodity code you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Locations Categories
Service Accent allows you to record preset locations for inventory items.
The location on the inventory item can either be entered direct into the
location box or a preset location can be selected from the locations dropdown list.
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When completed, the location codes appear similar to the following:

To create a location code
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Locations.

4.

Click New

5.

Enter the new location code, and then click OK.

To modify a location code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Locations.

4.

Highlight the location code you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.
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To delete a location code
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Locations.

4.

Highlight the location code you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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Lease Profiles
Service Accent allows you to setup different lease profiles for different
types of lease. Lease profiles are used to identify the different types of
lease agreements used. For example, a profile called 1 + 35 payments, will
be 1 lease payment followed by 35 equal monthly payments. The lease
profiles can be selected from the profiles drop-down list.

When completed, the lease profiles appear similar to the following:
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To create a lease profile
1.

2.

3.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Lease profiles.
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4.

Click New

5.

Enter the new lease profile, and then click OK.

To modify a lease profile
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Lease profiles.

4.

Highlight the lease profile you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.

To delete a lease profile
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Stock & inventory and from the sub categories displayed, click
Lease profiles.

4.

Highlight the lease profile you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Defining Other Categories and Codes
This section describes the categories and codes in the Other group.

Delivery Methods
Service Accent allows you to record how parts are delivered to site or to the
engineer. When a part is requested via the service call, the method of
delivery can be indicated by clicking on the drop down list within the Job
dialogue.
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When completed, the delivery methods appear similar to the following:

To create a delivery method
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click
Delivery method.

4.

Click New

5.

Enter the new delivery method, and then click OK.

To modify a delivery method
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click
Delivery method.

4.

Highlight the delivery method you want to modify.

5.

Click Modify and then click OK.

To delete a delivery method
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click
Delivery method.

4.

Highlight the delivery method you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.

Engineer Teams
You can link any of your engineers or resources to a team. For instance,
you may have specific teams of engineers for specific types of equipment or
jobs, such as:
•

Electricians

•

Networks

•

Installation

Many engineering departments now organise their staff into distinct
sections, with designated supervisors. For this reason it may be necessary
to monitor section performance on a regular basis. Service Accent enables
you to create engineer teams to accommodate this type of working
scenario, such as:
•

John's team

•

Dave's team

•

Sue's team
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Alternatively, you may want to define teams to suit the different types of
activities you deal with. An example of this might be the typical IT
helpdesk, divided into:
•

Microsoft support

•

Unix support

You can use the team code as a filter when you issue a service job to an
engineer. This could help you to identify the most appropriate members of
your staff to assign the work to.
When completed, the engineer teams appear similar to the following:

To create an engineer team
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click
Engineer teams.

4.

Click New.

5.

Enter the name of the engineer team, and then click OK.
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To modify an engineer team
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click
Engineer teams.

4.

Highlight the engineer team you want to change.

5.

Click Modify.

6.

Enter your changes, and then click OK.
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To delete an engineer team
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click
Engineer teams.

4.

Highlight the engineer team you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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To-do categories
To Do’s are an internal communication feature to help Service Accent users
notify other Service Accent users of outstanding requirements for a given
job or client. Please see the Service Accent User Guide for further
information on creating and using To-do’s.
The To-do categories are to help the Service Accent user see what the
To-do is concerned with. Examples of To-do categoriesies are:•

Support

•

Invoicing

•

Service

When a To-do is created, the To-do category can be selected by clicking on
the drop down list within the new To-do action.

and the list of To-do categories are shown on your To-do list.
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When completed, the To-do categories appear similar to the following:

To create a To-do category
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click To-do
categories.

4.

Click New.

5.

Enter the name of the To-do category, and then click OK.

To modify a To-do category
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click To-do
categories.

4.

Highlight the to-do category you want to change.

5.

Click Modify.

6.

Enter your changes, and then click OK.

To delete a To-do category
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Maintenance,
click the Categories and codes icon.
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2.

The Categories and Status Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click Other codes and from the sub categories displayed, click To-do
categories.

4.

Highlight the To-do category you want to delete.

5.

Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm your choice.
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chapter

4

Defining Administrative Settings
This chapter consists of the following sections:
•

Adding Countries, Regions, and Areas

•

Company Details

•

Defining System Settings

•

Adding User Groups and Users

•

Changing User Access Rights

•

Miscellaneous
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Adding Countries, Regions, and Areas
Service Accent enables you to set up country, region, and areas within
which your organisation operates. These can in turn be applied to specific
customers to provide grouping.

Countries
There must be at least one default country (e.g. UK), as all other related
codes are dependent on the country code. You may also specify a default
tax code for each country, although this is not mandatory. Finally, you
must assign a default currency symbol to each country (e.g. £).
When completed, the Countries tab of the Country and Area Codes dialogue
appears similar to the following:

To add countries and regions
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.
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2.

Please refer to the section on
setting tax codes on page 260

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Click New.

4.

Type the name of the country and click OK.

5.

From the Tax group drop-down list, select a default tax, if any, to
apply to your invoices.
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6.

In the Exchange rate field, enter the exchange rate to apply to the
currency of the selected country.
For your own country, the exchange rate should be set to 1.00. For
other countries, the rate is normally other than par. For example, a
U.S. company creating a country record for Canada might enter 1.50.

7.

In the Unit of Currency field, enter an identifier for the currency of
the country. A UK company might enter £ to identify Pounds sterling; a
Canadian company might enter US$ to identify American dollars.

8.

If you are going to invoice the Euros, tick the Invoice in Euros box.

9.

Click Save.

Do not delete countries that have been setup as this could lead to Service
Accent not functioning correctly. If you try and delete a country, Service
Accent checks to see if the database is using any of the country properties
and if so, displays the following message.
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To modify Countries
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Highlight the country to modify

4.

Click Modify and change any of the properties or the country name.

5.

Click Save.
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To delete Countries
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

3.

Highlight the country to delete.

4.

Click Delete.

5.

Click Yes to confirm deletion of county
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Service Regions
If your Engineers are assigned to specific geographic areas, you need to
specify these regions.
Larger service organisations may want to create individual Service or
Engineer regions, for example, North, South, East, and West. Service
regions should always be kept as generic as possible. Service Accent allows
you to break each country down to a more specific area region.
Regions can be applied to both customer and engineer records. This has
many benefits, including the facility to match the most appropriate regional
engineer to a customer service call, or to report on engineer productivity
within a specific region.When completed, the Service regions tab of the
Country and Area Codes dialogue appears similar to the following:

To specify service regions
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.
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2.

3.

4.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Service regions tab.
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5.

Click New.

6.

Type the name of the service region in the dialogue that appears and
click OK.

7.

Select the default Charge band that is applicable to this region.

8.

Click Save.
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To modify a service region
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

4.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Service regions tab.

5.

Highlight the service region to modify

6.

Click Modify and enter the new service region name

7.

Click OK.
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To delete a service region
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

4.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Service regions tab.

5.

Highlight the service region to delete.

6.

Click Delete.

7.

Click Yes to confirm deletion of the service region.
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Sales Regions
This section is similar to the 'Service regions', but is applicable only to
customer records. Sales Regions can be created for your clients using
anything from individual sales region codes (e.g. JS for John Smith),
through to regional office names or areas. Assigning Sales Regions assists
with financial reporting, such as reporting on the value of contracts for a
specific sales region or sales representative. When completed, the Sales
Region tab of the Country and Area Codes dialogue appears similar to the
following:

To add a sales region
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon
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2.

3.

4.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Sales Regions tab.
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5.

Click New.

6.

Type the name of the sales region and click OK.

To modify a sales region
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Sales Regions tab.

Highlight the sales region to modify
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6.

Click Modify and enter the new sales region name

7.

Click OK.

To delete a sales region
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

4.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Sales Regions tab.

5.

Highlight the sales region to delete.

6.

Click Delete.

7.

Click Yes to confirm deletion of the sales region.
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Areas
If you have Engineers or sales staff that work in areas, you need to specify
those areas.
Areas provide you with a greater level of analysis for each country. This
means that Service Accent can then automatically allocate your customer
record with both a service and a sales region; based on the specific area
you allocate to them. This tab is only available if you first select a country
from the Countries tab.
When completed, the Areas tab of the Country and Area Codes dialogue
appears similar to the following:

To add areas
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.
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2.

3.

4.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Areas tab.
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5.

Click New.

6.

Type the name of the area and click OK. The new area appears in the
area tab.

7.

In the Properties section of the area tab, specify the Service Region
and Sales Region associated with this area.

8.

Click Save.
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To modify an area
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

4.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

Click the Areas tab.

5.

Highlight the area to modify

6.

Click Modify and enter the new area name and/or change the
properties.

7.

Click OK.
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To delete an area
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Countries and areas icon.

The Country and Area Codes dialogue appears.
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3.

Highlight the country in the Country and Area Codes dialogue

4.

Click the Areas tab.

5.

Highlight the area to delete.

6.

Click Delete and Service Accent checks to make sure that this area is
not been used by any records. If it is not been used, the area can be
deleted.

7.

Click OK to confirm deletion of the area

An example of how the areas, service regions and sales region fit together
is shown in the following table;
County

UK
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Area

Service region

Sales region

Yorkshire

North

Alan Smith

Beds

South

James Johnson
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Company Details
Service Accent uses your company name in various ways, in particular
when producing orders and invoices. It is therefore important that you
ensure these details are correct and kept up to date.
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Company details icon.

2.

The Company Details dialogue appears.

3.

Add or change the information as required.

4.

Click OK to save your entries.
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Defining System Settings
Service Accent is supplied with default system settings. It is recommended
that you review the default system settings to determine whether changes
are required.
The Settings dialogue is divided into logical sections relating to each main
area of the system. There are three kinds of settings within Service Accent:
•

Unique identifiers or numbering sequences

•

Default values

•

Automatic triggers

Unique Identifiers or Numbering Sequences
Many of the records you create in Service Accent contain unique identifiers,
such as customer numbers, stock codes, and inventory serial numbers. In
some cases, Service Accent offers to create these for you, and gives you
the opportunity to specify which format they should take. For example, a
customer number can be created in either of the following ways:
•

the customer name plus a unique number; for example, ABC
Computers becomes ABC00001, and Vantage computing becomes
VAN00001

•

your choice of a fixed prefix plus a unique number; for example; ABC
Computers becomes CU00001, and Vantage computing becomes
CU00002

Similarly, Service Accent uses number sequences for various records, such
as invoice and job numbers. These too can be adjusted to suit your
preferences.
It is recommended that you do not change invoice numbering or job
numbers once the system is live.

Default Values
When you create a new record, Service Accent always checks that you have
entered all required information. For instance, a customer record cannot be
created without specifying a country code. In some cases, Service Accent
lets you specify a default record value, which it then uses to fill in the form
automatically. Examples of such default options include:
•

Country code

•

Credit terms

•

TAX code

•

Non-contract service level

Automatic prompts
These are usually check boxes, but can also be entries such as numbers.
Prompts are designed to bring important information to your attention. For
example, if you plan to use the contract administration features of Service
Accent, you must ensure that you run the housekeeping utility on a regular
basis. By setting the contract housekeeping trigger, Service Accent can
periodically alert you that housekeeping needs to be run. Other prompts
include:
•

Outstanding unauthorised invoices

•

Service recall job
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Modifying System Settings
The following procedures describe how to change the Service Accent
system settings to suit the needs of your organisation.

To change system settings
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

The Settings dialogue appears.

The settings dialogue has several sub categories and these are
•

Customers - see page 226 for further details.

•

Financial - see page 228 for further details.

•

Contracts - see page 232 for further details.

•

Inventory - see page 238 for further details.

•

Work Control - see page 241 for further details.

•

Stock control - see page 252 for further details.

•

System settings - see page 256 for further details.
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Modifying Customer Information
The following procedure explains how to change customer system settings.

To change customer system settings
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

The System settings dialogue appears.
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3.

Click Customers

4.

From the sub categories displayed, click Settings.

5.

In the Default Credit Days field, enter the default number of days the
customer has to pay an invoice. Service Accent calculates payment
date from the date of the invoice.

6.

In the Default Country field, enter the default country that appears in
new customer, engineer, and supplier records, from the drop-down list.

7.

From the Customer No drop-down list, select the standard format for
customer numbers. The options are:

8.

•

None, must enter – user must type a customer number when
creating a customer

•

Fixed sequential – numbers each new customer record in
sequence, with a prefix if specified

•

Named sequential – takes the first three characters of the
customer name and then adds a sequential number. For example:
Vantage Computing would be saved as VAN00001, Vanus as
VAN00002 and so on.

From the Tag drop-down list, select the default format for customer
tags. The options are:
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•

None, must enter – user must type the tag when creating a new
customer

•

Customer number + name – joins customer account number and
name fields together to identify the record

•

Name + town – joins customer name and information in the town
field of the record to identify the record

•

Name + address 1 – joins customer name and first line of the
address on the customer record to identify the record. Particularly
useful during searches if the customer has many offices or sites
situated within the same city.

•

Customer number + phone - joins customer account number and
phone fields together to identify the record

•

Name + phone - joins customer name and phone fields together
to identify the record

Modifying Financial Information
The Financial section consists of the following sub categories:
•

Settings – enables you to define tax and invoicing information

•

Export– enables you to define what accounting package you are
exporting Service Accent data to and how to handle unauthorised
invoices.

To complete the Financial - Settings category
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.
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2.

The System settings dialogue appears.

3.

Click Financial

4.

From the sub categories displayed, click Settings.
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See section on setting up tax codes 5.
on page 260

Click Setup Taxation to create tax codes. The Tax Setup wizard
appears.

6.

The Last used invoice numbers group box displays the number last
used for various types of invoices. This is for information only.
Changing the value displayed affects the audit trail of your invoice
data. Invoice numbers are incremented by one.

7.

In the Preview Invoices field, enter the number you want your
preview invoices to start at. When Service Accent initially generates an
invoice, it is assigned with a preview invoice number. Service Accent
allows you to evaluate, or even delete, preview invoices before they are
authorised. At the point of authorisation the remaining invoices are
allocated with revised, final invoice numbers.
Preview invoice numbers provide a safeguard against 'wasting'
legitimate invoice numbers through operator error. They are also used
to store zero value invoices (i.e., invoices that carry no charge to the
customer, but have associated costs, such as labour and materials).
The sequence numbers for preview invoices, final invoices, and credit
notes should be set sufficiently apart to avoid duplication. For example,
set the preview invoice number to 1,000,000, the final invoice number
to 1, and the credit note number to 500,000. You should never change
any of the invoice or credit number sequences after the invoicing
facility is in use, unless you are using test data and intend to wipe the
database clean and start again from scratch.

8.

The Invoices field shows the last used final invoice number—i.e., the
number allocated after invoice authorisation.

9.

The Credit notes field shows the last used credit note number. Credit
notes are applied after invoice authorisation (credit notes are similar to
invoices, but use their own individual sequence of numbers).

10. The SOP documents field shows the last number used for Sales Order
Processing documents. Whenever you create a Sales Order Processing
document, e.g. a quotation or a sales order, the document is assigned
a unique number.
The SOP number is not an invoice number.
11. Enable Calculate “Invoiced as...” value using the total invoice
value not net value to calculate the exchange rate value of the
invoice on either the total invoice value or the net invoice value.
12. Enable Allow invoices to be emailed to the head-office customer
when printed to have Service Accent email the invoice to the primary
contact on the head-office customer account. Enabling this setting does
not automatically email the invoices, a setting has to be enabled in the
Print invoices routine.
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To complete the Financial - Export options
1.

Click Financial and from the sub categories displayed, click Export
options.

2.

Use the Export drop-down list to select the preferred accounting
package format to use when exporting customer, supplier, invoice, or
purchase order records. If you are not exporting to an account
package, select None.

3.

Click Prompt when unauthorised invoices over ‘x’ day(s) old
exist to activate the invoice housekeeping function. Without proper
housekeeping, provisional invoices may remain unauthorised. This
could lead to invoices not being generated, resulting in a loss of
revenue. This trigger alerts the user of unauthorised invoices at logon.
Select the provisional invoice age, in days, for when you want to be
reminded to authorise.

4.

Select Prompt all users on login to prompt all users of unauthorised
invoices.

5.

Select Prompt only admin users to prompt only those users with
administrator rights.

6.

Select Prompt only this user: to prompt only one specified user. The
drop-down menu to the right can be used to identify the specific user
you want Service Accent to prompt.

7.

Click Prompt for invoice line text when authorising invoices to
have Service Accent prompt for entry of invoice line text when
authorising invoices.
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Modifying Contract Information
The Contracts section consists of the following sub categories:
•

Settings – enables you to define global contract settings, such as the
numbering scheme and prefixes

•

Invoicing options – enables you to define preventive maintenance and
invoicing settings

•

Housekeeping & PM’s – enables you to define housekeeping settings

•

Voucher usage - enables you to define voucher usage times on jobs

To complete the Contracts - Settings sub category
1.

2.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

The System settings dialogue appears.
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3.

In the System settings dialogue, click Contracts and then Settings.

4.

From the Contract No drop-down list, select from the following
options:
•

None, must enter – enables you to use your own contract
numbering system

•

Fixed sequential – numbers each new contract in turn beginning
with the prefix supplied

5.

If you enabled Fixed Sequential, then in the Prefix field, you must
enter a standard prefix for service contracts. The prefix can be 1-3
alphanumeric characters. For example, SC.

6.

In the Quotation Prefix field, enter a standard prefix to apply to
quotations for contracts. For example, QU.

7.

In the Raise one PM job per group box, select an option for how often
to automatically create planned maintenance jobs. The default
determines how the jobs are generated. Select from the following
options:
•

Customer – generates one job for each customer record
associated with the contract. For example, if the contract covers
three sites, three jobs are generated.

•

Inventory record – generates one job for each equipment record
associated with the contract. For example, if the contract covers
100 pieces of equipment, 100 jobs are generated.

This default does not apply if each equipment record on a contract has
its own planned maintenance schedule.
By creating one job per customer record you will compromise
equipment history, i.e., any statistics associated with the job will not be
directly attributable to the individual equipment items.
8.

If Raise one PM job per customer is enabled and the optional
Service Accent Wireless module is licensed, enable Add inventory
items to each job as tasks to have the task list populated with all the
inventory items attached to the customer when the PM job is
generated. This then enables the inventory item to be barcode
scanned. Please refer to the Service Accent Wireless User guide for
further information.
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9.

Enable If a PM is performed on a field job, adjust the PM
schedule accordingly to have Service Accent automatically adjust the
PM schedule if a PM is performed on a filed job. The PM schedule dates
will be changed in accordance with the date of the field job.

To complete the Contracts – Invoicing options sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Contracts and then Invoicing
options.

Invoicing options
1.

Select Only invoice signed contracts to suppress contract billing for
those contracts not tagged as signed.
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2.

Select Contracts are not active until signed if you do not want a
contract to become active until it has been signed (tick box in the
Contract dialogue in Service Accent).

3.

Select Don't invoice customers on stop to suppress contract billing
for those customers marked as credit stopped.

4.

Select Include zero value items on invoice to have Service Accent
output non-chargeable (zero valued) invoice line items.

5.

To activate total values rather than detailing individual values per item,
select Bulk bill contracts by total value rather than per inventory
item, eg, contract bill covers 20 Inventory items will read “Billing for
20 items”

6.

Select Generate contract costs based on subcontractor costs to
generate the contract costs based on the costs generated by the
subcontractor.

Setup options
1.

Duplicate existing PM schedule when renewing contracts. If a
PM schedule exists when the Renew button is hit on the contract
record, Service Accent will give you the option to copy the previous PM
schedule. This saves time as the same setup does not have to be done
every year, especially if there is a monthly visit, with a different
category, different engineer, duration and charge to set up.

2.

Hide expired contract inventory from all views while logging a
job. If an inventory has expired from a contract, it won't show when
logging jobs.

3.

Select Setup meter billing at machine level (not contract level)
to setup a customer to be meter billed against individual inventory
items not contracts. The optional Service Accent Meter Billing module
is required for this.
Once this has been enabled you cannot revert back to meter
billing at contract level.
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To complete the Contracts – Housekeeping & PMs sub category
1.

In the System settings
Housekeeping & PMs.

dialogue,

click

Contracts

and

then

2.

In the Housekeep every field, specify how often, in days, Service
Accent is to remind you to run the contract housekeeping, stock
housekeeping (if the optional stock control module is licensed) or
authorise invoices routines when you log into Service Accent. For
example, entering 7 days results in a reminder every 7 days. If you run
the housekeeping without prompting in between reminders, the next
reminder date is deferred accordingly.
Run contract housekeeping and stock housekeeping (if the optional
stock control module is licensed) regularly. It is recommended that you
run housekeeping daily.

3.

You can identify who receives the housekeeping prompt. Select one of
the following:
•

Prompt all users on login field to prompt all users

•

Prompt only admin users to prompt only those users with
administrator rights

•

Prompt only this user to prompt only one specified user. The
drop-down list to the right can be used to identify the specific user
you wish to prompt.

The following will be displayed after entering your user id and password
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4.

Use the PM deferment period field to enter a provisional schedule for
regular Planned Maintenance Service visits. The deferment period
allows Service Accent to forward-date the first provisional PM
automatically. For example, if the contract start date is 01/01/04, and
the deferment period is entered as 1 month, Service Accent
automatically sets the first PM date to 01/02/04. The deferment period
may also be entered in weeks.
The PM terms and frequencies must be the same for all equipment.

5.

In the Notice period field, enter the number of days as the minimum
allowable contract cancellation notice period. For example, if you want
to cancel a contract in Service Accent and the current date is 01/01/
2004, Service Accent adds the cancellation period automatically and
suggests the earliest cancellation date. For example, if the cancellation
period is 31 days, Service Accent will suggest 01/02/2004 as the
earliest cancellation date.

To complete the Contracts – Voucher usage sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Contracts and then Voucher
usage.

2.

Enable Vouchers should represent work time on jobs to have
Service Accent use vouchers against work time instead of against an
actual job. See Modifying Work Control Information on page 241 for
further details on using vouchers per job. The job time fields become
active.

3.

In the For field jobs, a voucher should be used every box, enter
the number of minutes that will represent one voucher used when
completing a field job. For example, if 15 minutes was entered and the
total work time on the field job was 1 hour, the totally number of
vouchers used would be 4 (1 hour divided by 15 minutes = 4).

4.

In the For workshop jobs, a voucher should be used every box,
enter the number of minutes that will represent one voucher used
when completing a workshop job. For example, if 15 minutes was
entered and the total work time on the workshop job was 2 hours, the
totally number of vouchers used would be 8 (2 hours divided by 15
minutes = 8).

5.

In the For booking jobs, a voucher should be used every box,
enter the number of minutes that will represent one voucher used
when completing a booking job. For example, if 30 minutes was
entered and the total work time on the booking job was 1 hours, the
totally number of vouchers used would be 2 (1 hour divided by 30
minutes = 2).
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6.

In the For PM jobs, a voucher should be used every box, enter the
number of minutes that will represent one voucher used when
completing a PM job. For example, if 45 minutes was entered and the
total work time on the PM job was 1 1/2 hours, the totally number of
vouchers used would be 2 (1 1/2 hours divided by 45 minutes = 2).

7.

In the For helpdesk jobs, a voucher should be used every box,
enter the number of minutes that will represent one voucher used
when completing a helpdesk job. For example, if 15 minutes was
entered and the total work time on the helpdesk job was 2 hours, the
totally number of vouchers used would be 8 (2 hours divided by 15
minutes = 8).

Modifying Inventory Information
The Inventory section consists of the following sub categories:
•

Setup – enables you to define defaults for identification fields, and
settings for equipment processes

•

Other options– enables you to define default categories for installation
and workshop jobs

To complete the Inventory - Setup sub category
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

2.

The System settings dialogue appears.
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3.

In the System settings dialogue, click Inventory and then Setup.

4.

From the Serial No drop-down list, select one of the following:
•

None, must enter – signifies that you have to type a serial
number for every new inventory record you create

•

Fixed sequential – provides the next serial number using the
prefix supplied

You may require Service Accent to create an automatic serial number
because actual numbers are not available. If this situation applies to
your organisation, ensure you use an obvious prefix, such as '??'. This
makes it easy to recognize that the serial number is unknown and
should not be confused with a legitimate serial number.
5.

Refer to Defining Billing &
Financial Categories and
Codes on page 124 for a detailed
explanation of nominal codes.
You must set the code up before
applying it here.

6.

From the Asset No Prefix drop-down list, select one of the following:
•

None, can leave blank – makes asset numbers optional

•

None, must enter – the user must type the asset number when
creating a new inventory item

•

Fixed sequential – generates the next asset number using the
prefix supplied

•

Named sequential – uses the first three characters of the
equipment description and adds sequential numbering. For
example: Canon CLC 700 would be saved as CAN00001, HP
Laserjet 4 - HPL00001, and so on

Click Rental nominal codes to set the default nominal code for rental
billing. The Nominal Entry dialogue appears.
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7.

From the Nominal code drop-down list, select the nominal code to use
when billing rental contracts.

8.

If applicable, select a Cost centre and Department code, and then click
OK.

9.

Enable Allow mixed case entry of part numbers etc if you want to
use a mixture of upper and lower case letters and numbers in part
numbers.

10. Enable Allow mixed case entry of serial numbers etc if you want to
use a mixture of upper and lower case letters and numbers in serial
numbers.
11. Enable Ask for a new location when moving or deallocating an
item and you will be prompted to enter a new equipment location after
such processes are complete. Do not confuse the location with the site
address. The location, for example, could be 1st FLOOR or LOBBY, etc.
12. Enable Allow multiple metered items on a single contract if you
want multiple metered items (more than 1 meter) to appear on a single
contract. The optional Service Accent Meter Billing module is required
for this.
13. Enable Ask if multiple items are to be entered when creating
new inventory to have Service Accent ask if more than one inventory
item is created when creating new inventory item from purchase order
receipts.

To complete the Inventory – Other options sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Inventory and then Other
options.

1.

From the When raising installation jobs, use this category dropdown list, select the default category to be used when raising
installation jobs.

2.

From the When raising workshop jobs, use this category dropdown list, select the default job category to be used when raising
workshop jobs.
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3.

Enable Show main stock level in stock view to show the main stock
level when using the view products/parts screen. This requires the
optional Service Accent Stock Module.

Modifying Work Control Information
The Work control section consists of the following sub categories:
•

General settings – enables you to define defaults for service
agreements and your organisation’s standard working day. In addition,
you can adjust job numbering and define how you want Service Accent
to handle recall jobs. The General tab also enables you to set a
notification threshold for vouchers, so that the user is notified when a
customer’s remaining vouchers falls below a certain level.

•

Scheduler settings – enables you to configure the Visual Scheduler.
This configuration includes the number of hours displayed and the
number of days of information Service Accent loads when the Visual
Scheduler is loaded. In addition, you can configure the Visual
Scheduler to dynamically update the schedule upon completion of a job
and identify jobs that have exceeded their target response. You can
also specifically define what fields appear in the Visual Scheduler.

•

Job options – enables you to identify the report that is generated
when a new job is entered into Service Accent, and the default
category to be used for planned maintenance jobs. You can also define
how often Service Accent refreshes escalations.

•

Stock – enables you to enable or disable various stock control options.
This option requires the optional stock control module.

•

Invoicing & other options – enables you to enable or disable various
job costing and invoicing, as well as miscellaneous options.

•

Notifications & remote access – this option is disabled unless the
options Notifications and/or Wireless module has been licensed.

•

Job configuration – enables you to define job number formats.

•

Auditing - enables you to setup audit logs against job notes.
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To complete the Work Control – General sub category
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

2.

The System settings dialogue appears.

3.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then General
settings.
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4.

In the Defaults for non-contract jobs section, define the default
service levels to use when logging jobs for non-contract customers or
inventory. It also acts as a safety net for contract jobs, which may
become chargeable (e.g. operator abuse, vandalism). You must set the
following values:
•

Service agreement – choose the contract cover you apply most
frequently

•

Your working day is – choose your usual working day if you have
others set up for specific events

See Setting Hours Of Business Cover on page 32, for a detailed
explanation of business hours. You must set up the required cover
band before applying it here.
5.

The Vouchers field is used if you are using voucher service contracts.
Enter the voucher threshold in either number of vouchers, or
percentage of vouchers sold. Service Accent will issue a warning if the
number of vouchers remaining falls below the level specified.

6.

Service Accent uses sequential numbering to assign a unique reference
to each new job created (e.g. field service call, workshop repair, etc.).
The Last job number field shows the last job number used.
If this number is changed, for whatever reason, do not change it below
the number shown as previous jobs numbers will be duplicated.

7.

In the Days between recall field, specify when you want to flag a job
as a recall job. For example, if a job is logged on the system for item
XYZ on Monday, and then a further call is placed on Thursday, the
setting of 5 will flag the Thursday job as a recall by lighting the neon on
the job form. If the second call is placed on the following Monday, the
recall days of 5 will not flag a recall.
The period check is in working days (i.e. always using the cover defined
in the your working day section).

To complete the Work Control – Scheduler settings sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then
Scheduler settings.
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2.

In the View from … to … fields, you can set the visual scheduler view
hours according to your working day. For example, you can set the
view outside your service cover hours if you want to incorporate
overtime.

3.

In the Scheduler lookback period field, specify the lookback period
in days. This value signifies the amount of historical scheduler data that
Service Accent loads when you call the visual scheduler. The higher the
number of days the more delay there will be when loading the
scheduler (usually the delays are not significant).

4.

In the Schedule to nearest field, specify either 15, 30 or 60 minutes,
from the drop-down list, to schedule the call to the closest time.

5.

In the Default view field, specify the default view to show when
displaying the scheduler. Available options are day to a view, week to a
view or month to a view.

6.

You may initially schedule a job for 3 hours. However, when the job is
completed, you determine that the total work time was only 1 hour.
Enable the Scheduler resizes closed or extended jobs
automatically option if you want Service Accent to resize the original
diary slot on job completion to represent the actual work time involved.

7.

Some jobs may have target response times, such as contract jobs.
Enable Visually identify jobs that have missed target response to
display a visual warning if you schedule a job in which the scheduled
time exceeds the required response target.

8.

Select Use “Engineer No” instead of “Name” in engineer list to
show the engineer number instead of the engineer name.

9.

The fields listed in the Double click to add a field/Fields shown in
scheduler boxes are those that appear inside the box placed on the
scheduler. To add further fields, double-click a field in the left hand list
of this form. If you want to place an item on a new line, double click the
[New line] field. If you want to remove all the fields, double-click the
[Reset] field.

To complete the Work Control – Job options sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then Job
options.
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2.

Service Accent automatically runs the report selected in the Run this
report when you log a new job drop-down list every time a new job
is logged and saved. For example, if you select Service Jobsheet,
Service Accent prints a job sheet every new call that is logged.

3.

Service Accent automatically runs the report selected in the Run this
report when you close a job drop-down list every time a job is
closed.

4.

From the PM job category drop-down list, select the category that
Service Accent uses for the PM generation routine for each call.

5.

Enable When extending jobs, update the job notes on page to
have Service Accent automatically update the jobs notes on page
(select from drop-down list) when a job is extended.

6.

In the Minimum amount to invoice field, enter the minimum amount
of any service invoice that is generated when a call is closed. If the
total nett value of the invoice is below the minimum amount specified
here, an additional item will be added to the invoice to make the total
nett amount equal the minimum amount to invoice.

To complete the Work Control – Stock options sub category
This option will be disabled unless the optional Stock control module is
licensed.
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then Stock
options.

2.

Enable Use full stock auditing when using parts on a job to
decrease stock levels automatically when parts are assigned to a
service job.

3.

Enable All parts must be ordered before changing job to parts
ordered to ensure that the job status is not shown as parts ordered
until all the parts requiring ordering, have been linked to a purchase
order.

4.

Enable All parts must be available before changing job to parts
available to ensure that the job status is not shown until parts are
received and stocked.
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5.

The All parts must be despatched before changing job to parts
despatched option is similar to the previous option, but operates
around the parts despatched status.

6.

Enable Warn if parts requests exist when closing a job to ensure
that requests for job parts are not left unactioned.

7.

Enable Hide the costs of parts on jobs from all nonadministrative users to ensure that the parts costs are not shown on
the job parts screen if the Service Accent user does not have
administration rights.

To complete the Work Control – Invoicing & other options sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then
Invoicing & other options.

Service Accent features a comprehensive service job billing and costing
facility. This routine can be run at any time, although you may prefer to
provisionally bill and/or cost jobs at the point they are completed.
2.

Enable Run job costing automatically upon call closure if invoices
are required immediately after closure.

3.

Display invoice when it is generated is not available to select. This
option would automatically display the invoice after the work order has
been completed and generated. Please contact your support provider
for activation of this option.

4.

Enable Cost and invoice each extension immediately to have
Service Accent cost and create an invoice for a visit when an extension
is created.

5.

Enable Charge callout per extension as necessary to have Service
Accent invoice a separate call out charge for each stage of a job, if
applicable.

6.

Enable Include zero value parts on invoice to show zero valued
parts on invoices (only affects service job billing and sales order
processing).

7.

Enable Group contract jobs according to contract options to group
job invoices, raised against the same contract, according the to invoice
grouping set on the contract record. If it says, group by invoice
address, all job invoices will be pulled together when authorised.
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8.

Enable Warn if fault profile incomplete on job closure to ensure
that the user completes the job’s fault profile tab before the job can be
closed.

9.

Enable Prevent job from being extended or closed if no engineer
selected to ensure that the user allocates an engineer to the job
before the job can be extended or closed.

10. Enable Force response/fix comments when response/fix set
automatically if you require the user to enter a comment for
response/fix.
11. Enable Force an order number if job is chargeable to prevent a
chargeable job from being saved until an order number is entered.
12. Enable Force the customer’s reference to prevent the job from
being saved until a customer reference is entered.
13. Enable Prompt for meter readings on all job types to have a
prompt appear when any job type (Field, Workshop, Booking, PM and
Helpdesk) for meter readings when the job is closed. This option is not
available if the optional meter reading module has not been licensed.
14. Enable Exclude workshop jobs from copies between calls
calculations to excluder workshop jobs from the copies between calls
calculations. This option is not available if the optional meter reading
module has not been licensed.
15. Enable Automatically use non-stock parts that match fault codes
to have Service Accent automatically use a non-stock part as a part
used, if this part numbers matches the fault code for the job.
16. Enable Ignore response/fix misses if first response/fix is within
target SLA to any responses or fixes if the first response or fix is
within the target SLA.

To complete the Work Control – Notifications & remote access category
This option is disabled unless the optional Notifications and/or Wireless
modules have been licensed. Please refer to Service Accent SMS & Email
Notifications Setup & User Guide and Service Accent Wireless Setup Guide
for further information.

To complete the Work Control – Job configuration sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then Job
configuration.
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2.

In the Job number format section, you can define the job number
format.
•

Sequential – generates automatic job numbers in sequence.

•

Date + sequential Number – generates job numbers that
combine the date and a sequential number.

3.

Default Prefix (optional) – selecting the preceding option enables
this field. You can enter a single alphanumeric character for a prefix to
all job numbers.

4.

Use following template – use to personalise the numbering
convention sequence. Click Explain for details on the numbering
formats.

5.

To set up a standard template for email messages to customer
contacts, click Configure the email template used when emailing
the contact from a job to open the Email and SMS Configuration
dialogue. This an optional setting.

6.

The Escalations refresh rate refreshes every 10 minutes by default.
You can move the marker on the scale to adjust the refresh interval.
The middle of the scale is 3 minutes. Minimum is 1 minute and the
maximum is 10 minutes. Move the scale marker to the far right to turn
off the refresh rate.

7.

Enable Escalate jobs marked as fixed or completed to have fixed
or completed jobs included in the escalation rules.
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To complete the Work Control – Auditing sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Work control and then
Auditing.

2.

To enable auditing, enable Audit the following changes in the job
notes and then select which item will be audited, Job type and/or Job
category.

3.

Whenever the Job type or job category are changed on a job, an
audit will be written to the job notes, as shown below;
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4.

Click Configure email templates to configure the email template that
is sent out when you click a new job is logged.

5.

In the Subject field, enter a meaningful subject for the email.

6.

In the Available fields list, highlight the fields that you want to appear
in the email, and then click the arrow key to move them to the
Message field.

7.

To remove a field from Message, highlight and delete it as you would
any text.

8.

You can add text to the message, such as titles for the fields you select.

9.

Enable URL encode field to activate the ability to put a URL (or
hyperlink) in the message area.

10. In the Footer area, enter any footers that are required on the email.
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When completed, an email message appears similar to the following.

11. Click Save and Close to save the message or click Delete and close
to delete the message.
12. When you save a new job, the following email template will be
displayed

13. Click Save & close to send the email message.
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Modifying Stock Control Information
The Stock control section consists of the following sub categories:
•

Suppliers – enables you to define supplier defaults, including credit
days, taxes, and account number formats. This option will be disabled
unless the optional stock control module is licensed.

•

Purchase Orders – enables you to set the order number format and
purchase order management options. This option will be disabled
unless the optional stock control module is licensed.

•

Sales Orders – you can enable the automatic authorisation of invoices
produced in the SOP Manager

•

Stock Control – enables you to set housekeeping notification defaults,
and configure despatch notes. This option will be disabled unless the
optional stock control module is licensed.

•

Products & parts - allows you to set a default tax code.

To complete the Stock – Suppliers tab
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

2.

The System settings dialogue appears.
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3.

In the System settings dialogue, click Stock control and then click
Suppliers.

4.

In the Default Credit Days field of the Suppliers tab, specify your
credit period with the supplier. This value is used when creating a new
supplier record.

5.

From the Default Tax drop-down list, select the default tax that is to
be used when creating a new supplier record. This value is used to
calculate tax due when generating purchase orders.

6.

From the Account No drop-down list, select the default structure used
for supplier account numbers when creating a new supplier record. The
options are:
•

•

Fixed sequential – a 2-character alphanumeric prefix of your
choice (e.g. SU) plus a sequential number allocated by Service
Accent (i.e. SU00001)

None, must enter – Service Accent does not generate an automatic
supplier account number, but does not accept a new record without the
user entering one manually

To complete the Stock control – Purchase orders sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Stock control and then
Purchase orders.
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2.

3.

The Order No drop-down list in the Purchase Orders tab enables you
to specify the default structure for PO numbers used when creating a
new purchase order record. You can specify either:
•

Fixed sequential – a 2-character alphanumeric prefix of your
choice (e.g. PO) plus a sequential number allocated by Service
Accent (i.e. PO00001)

•

None, must enter – Service Accent does not generate an
automatic PO number, but does not accept a new record without
the user entering one manually

Service Accent uses sequential numbering for purchase orders. If you
want to skip over some PO numbers, you can enter the number you
want to start with in the Last Order Number field.
You should never decrease the next PO number value, unless you
intend to wipe the database clean and start from scratch.

4.

Enable Manually consolidate purchase orders after fulfilling
stock requests to indicate that you do not want Service Accent to
automatically consolidate purchase orders.

1.

Enable Must select a supplier before adding parts to the
purchase order to indicate that a supplier code must be entered on
the purchase order before you can enter any parts on the order.

To complete the Stock control – Sales Orders sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Stock control and then Sales
orders.

2.

Enable Automatically authorise invoices produced in the SOP
manager if you want Service Accent to automatically authorise
invoices you create using the Sales Order Processing Manager.

3.

Enable Calculate profit using the weighted average cost not
current cost to have Service Accent calculate the profit using the
weighted average not the current cost price.

4.

Service Accent uses sequential numbering for sales order delivery
notes. If you want to skip over some delivery note numbers, you can
enter the number you want to start with in the Last delivery note
number field.
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You should never decrease the next sales order delivery note number
value, unless you intend to wipe the database clean and start from
scratch.
5.

A 2-character alphanumeric prefix of your choice (e.g. SO) can be
entered in the Use the prefix field.

To complete the Stock control – Stock Control sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Stock control and then Stock
control.

2.

In the Housekeep every field of the Stock Control tab, specify the
interval in days that you want to be reminded to perform the stock
housekeeping routine when you log into Service Accent. For example,
entering 7 days will force a reminder every 7 days. If you run the
housekeeping without prompting between reminders, the next
reminder date will be deferred accordingly.
Run stock housekeeping regularly if you intend to manage inventory. It
is recommended that you run housekeeping daily.

3.

4.

Select one of the following to identify who is prompted to run the
housekeeping routine:
•

Prompt all users on login to prompt all users

•

Prompt only admin users to prompt only those users with
administrator rights

•

Prompt only this user to prompt only one specified user. The
drop-down list to the right can be used to identify the specific user
you wish to prompt.

The Parts and loans despatch fields apply to the despatch and
loaning of parts. Complete the following fields:
•

Despatch note prefix – use this field to assign a prefix to
distinguish despatch notes more readily. For example, “DSP.”

•

Last despatch number – use this field to change the last
sequential number assigned to despatch and the number that will
be assigned to the next despatch
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5.

Enable Use average cost rather than standard cost when using
parts for jobs to have Service Accent use the average parts cost for
costings on jobs. The weighted average is accumulated over time by
purchase ordering.

6.

Enable Parts used by a subcontracted engineer should not be
subject to stock control to have any parts used by a subcontracted
engineer, not update any of the stock holdings.

To complete the Stock control – Products & parts sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click Stock control and then
Products & parts.

2.

Select the Default tax rate for the parts and products.

Modifying System settings Information
The System settings section consists of the following sub categories:
•

General settings – enables you to define global settings including the
automatic capitalisation of proper names, the use of the current email
session, and the use of Microsoft Word for the creation of letters.

•

Finder – enables you to define the fields displayed in the finder.

•

Data maintenance – to be used as directed by Service Accent
Technical Support Staff.

•

Setup email - enables you to set the default email sending properties.
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To complete the System settings – General settings sub category
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the System settings icon.

2.

The System settings dialogue appears.

3.

In the System settings dialogue, click System settings and then
General settings.
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4.

Enable Convert names... to have Service Accent automatically
reformat items typed into name fields to title case.

5.

Enable Use MS Word features... to make Microsoft Word features
available when creating letters.

6.

Enable only permit administrative... to only allow administrative
users the ability to modify existing notes, other users will only be able
to view the notes.

7.

Enable Stamp notes automatically... to automatically stamp notes
with the current date/time and user when adding or modifying notes

8.

In For links to multimap, use the following country database,
enter your default country code as set up in Countries & areas to
access www.multimap.com for that country and display maps and
locations of your customers and suppliers. If this is blank, the link will
default to your main country code.

9.

Enable Append To-do text to notes to append any text added to a
To-do to the job notes. Enabling this option actives the next option
which allows you to specify which page on the job notes is to be
updated.

10. If any automated macros have been setup (see Using macros on
page 313 for further details), you can select which user will cause the
macro to run, when they log in to Service Accent. From the drop-down
list, select the user.

To complete the System settings – Finder sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click System settings and then
Finder.

Although split into four separate subtabs, the Finder options all work the
same way.
2.

For the record type specified, click the fields to display when the Finder
returns its results. To de-select a field, click it again.

To complete the System settings – Date maintenance sub category
This option should only be used as directed by Service Accent Technical
Support staff.
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To complete the System settings – Setup email sub category
1.

In the System settings dialogue, click System settings and then
Setup email.

2.

Service Accent has the facility to send emails to customers and
engineers. For this to work correctly, Service Accent has to know what
email protocol you are using. Select your email protocol from one of
the following

3.

•

Basic email for non-MAPI mail clients

•

MAPI compliant protocol

•

Microsoft Outlook. This provides the best integration

•

SMTP server

Enable Always display a “send message” dialog when sending
emails to have Service Accent display a message when an email is
sent.
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Setting Up Taxation
Service Accent uses Single Rate Of Tax, Tax Codes, Tax Groups, and Tax
Categories. Each item is described in further detail below:
•

Single Rate Of Tax: is where there is only a level of taxation. For
example, VAT in the United Kingdom and Europe and GST in Australia
and New Zealand.

•

Tax Codes: are the individual taxes payable to a government
institution or taxes collected by your company, when you are
responsible for reporting the collection of various tax codes
individually. For example, United States of America and Canada.

•

Tax Groups: are any combination of Tax Codes that apply to
Customers and Suppliers. For example, there may be several City and/
or State Tax Codes that apply to each customer or supplier. For
example, United States of America and Canada.

•

Tax Categories: are any combination of Tax Codes that apply to
Inventory Item Categories or Service/Contract Billings. For example,
United States of America and Canada.
Service Accent can calculate taxes on each invoice/purchase order line
item or on the total amount of the order. While this structure enables a
more flexible and powerful application, it does require a more involved
setup. Since setting up taxation is one of the more complex items in
Service Accent, you should read this section entirely before beginning.

Although the majority of tax possibilities can be accommodated, it is not
possible to set up Service Accent to calculate every possible tax structure.

Setting Up A Single Rate Of Tax
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Setup taxation icon.
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2.

The Setup taxation dialogue appears

3.

Select the Single rate of tax option and click Next to continue. The
following screen will appear

4.

The code T0 is always assigned to a tax rate of 0% and cannot be
changed. The flag In use is set on.
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5.

To set a new tax rate, click on the code and then click Edit and the
following dialogue appears;

6.

Enter the tax rate in the correct format. For example, if the tax rate is
seventeen and a half percent, enter this as 17.50. You do not need to
put the percentage mark after the rate.

7.

Enter a description of the tax rate.

8.

Click OK.

You can have up to 99 different rates of tax. Once the tax rates have been
setup, it is advisable not to change them as previous invoices that used a
certain rate assigned to a code would recalculate based on the new rate
setup against that code.
9.

Click Next to continue to the next screen.

Service Accent automatically rounds down if the amount is x.xx4. For
example, 4.334 would become 4.33 not 4.34.
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10. Enable Round down from ‘x.xx5’ not up... to have Service Accent
round down the tax amount on an invoice where the amount is x.xx5.
For example, if the amount was 5.675, Service Accent would round this
down to 5.67 not round up to 5.68. If this option is enabled, the next
option becomes unavailable.
11. Enable Always round down... to have Service Accent round down the
tax amount on an invoice. For example, if the amount was 1.999,
Service Accent would round this down to 1.99 not round up to 2.00. If
this option is enabled, the previous option becomes unavailable.
12. Click Save to save the tax settings.

Setting Up Tax Codes For Non-European Countries
You must create Tax Codes prior to adding Tax Groups or Tax Categories.
Remember that Tax Codes are used to represent each individual tax levied
on customers or items.

To add Tax codes
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Settings, click
the Setup taxation icon.
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2.

The Setup taxation dialogue appears

3.

Select Multiple rate tax groups and categories option and click
Next to continue. The following screen will appear.
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4.

Ensure that the Tax Code tab is selected and click Add.

5.

Enter the Tax Code in the first field. The tax code is an alphanumeric
symbol used to identify a particular tax.

6.

Enter the Percentage Rate in the second field, which is the
percentage of taxation applied to the transaction value.

7.

Enter a Description of the tax code in the third field. The description
simply outlines a brief explanation of the tax.

8.

Enter the authority responsible for levying the tax in the Payable to
field.

9.

Select OK to add the tax code and return to the Setup Sales Tax menu.

Setting Up Tax Groups
The term “Tax Groups” applies to customers and suppliers. You can include
customers and suppliers into groups obligated to pay the taxes identified in
the Tax Code items.
For more information on tax
codes, see Setting Up Tax Codes
For Non-European Countries on
page 263.

For example, members of tax group ‘A’ might be subject to tax code ‘1’, ‘3’,
and ‘5’, while members of tax group ‘B’ are subject to tax codes ‘1’, ‘3’, and
‘4’. Tax Groups can be edited at any time.
One of the benefits of identifying Tax Groups is that if a Tax Code
percentage changes, all Tax Groups and Tax Categories containing that tax
are automatically updated.
To best use the Tax Groups function, create a tax group for each
combination of taxes applied to your customers and suppliers.
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To add Tax Groups
1.

Select the Tax groups tab.

2.

Click on Add.

3.

Enter the Group name and Description. These values are used to
easily identify the collection of customers or suppliers contained within
the Tax Group.

4.

Select the Tax Codes to include in the new Tax Group. To include
codes, double-click next to the desired code under the Include?
column.

5.

Select Save.
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A customer or supplier paying 0% taxes, for example a charity or
government agency, must still belong to a Tax Group. In this case,
create a Tax Group containing each of these customers and suppliers
called ‘No Tax’. A 0% Tax Code must be created and applied to the No
Tax Group.

Setting Up Tax Categories
Tax Categories refer to the taxable goods and services accounted for by
your company. Inventory items, labour and travel, for example, can all be
placed into categories that are subject to taxation.
For example, many political jurisdictions specifically tax the trade of tyres
because of the stress they place on the environment. If that tax is entered
as a tax category, anytime you sell a tyre, the tax will be calculated
automatically. Create a Tax Category called ‘Tyre Tax’. All tyres in
inventory can be grouped in the Tax Category 'Tyres'. All other inventory
items that are not categorized as 'Tyres' will have a different Tax Category.
If the tax on tyres is ever increased or decreased, the Tax Code can be
changed to reflect the new percentage. The tax impacting the “tyres”
category is automatically updated. This allows you to change the tax in
one place, and all ‘tyres’ would include the tax change; rather than
updating every ‘tyre’ brand and model you had in your inventory.
A further example of this is books. In some areas, books are exempt from
taxes. By creating a Tax Category called “books”, every item in inventory
that belongs to the “books” category will not have any tax charged, even if
the customer is not tax exempt.
The major difference between Tax Categories and Tax Groups is:
•

Tax Groups are combinations of taxes (tax codes) that can be charged
to customers, including your company.

•

'Tax Categories' are combinations of taxes (tax codes) that can be
charged on inventory items, service, or contracts.
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To add a Tax Category
1.

2.

Select the Tax Categories tab.

Click on Add.

3.

Enter the Tax Category Name and Description to identify the group.

4.

Select the Tax Codes to include in the new Tax Category. To include
codes, double-click next to the desired code under the Include?
column.
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For more information on
minimum and maximum
quantities and values, see
Minimum/Maximum Quantity on
page 269 and Minimum/
Maximum Value on page 270.

5.

Once a Tax Code has been selected, you can set your Min & Max Qty
and Min & Max Value by double-clicking in the appropriate fields.

6.

Select the Tax only matching portion field to apply the values in the
Min/Max Qty/Value fields to the Tax Category, if appropriate.

7.

Click Save.
Create a tax category for each combination of taxes possible in your
political area.

Taxes Billable to Customers
Service Accent can be used to identify many different Tax Codes, Groups
and Categories. This section describes the relationship of these items and
how they dictate the tasks applied to your customers.
For an individual Tax Code to be applied to a line item or purchase, the
code must be specified in both the Tax Group, which represents the
customer, and the Tax Category, which includes the item.
For more information on the
minimum and maximum
columns, see Minimum/
Maximum Quantity on
page 269 and Minimum/
Maximum Value on page 270.

The minimum and maximum columns provide the opportunity to limit taxes
charged based on quantities.
For example, consider that three separate tax codes, A, B and C, have been
defined. A customer, who is purchasing pens, belong to the Customer Tax
Group, impacted by Tax Codes A and C.
The pens that are being
purchased, are a part of the Taxable Item Tax Category, which is includes
Tax Codes A, B and C. As only Tax Codes A and C apply to both the
customer and the purchase item, these are the two taxes applied to the
customer purchase.

Taxation Settings
The following sections describe some of the taxation settings and concepts
that should be understood when defining taxes in Service Accent.

Minimum/
Maximum
Quantity

Occasionally, governments levy taxes at different rates depending on the
quantity of items purchased. For example, an insignificant purchase of one
or two items may not be taxable, while a large quantity is. The opposite
can also be true; a large purchase may not be taxable, whereas a small
one is.
For example, in Ontario, Canada, if you buy a single doughnut to eat at a
coffee shop, it is considered a “personal use item(s)” and sales tax is
applied. However, if you purchase half dozen or more doughnuts, the
‘grocery item’ is tax exempt.
When the minimum and maximum numbers that are taxable are selected in
the Setup Sales Tax window, each column displays two rows per tax. The
top line is the minimum quantity taxable, the bottom is the maximum
number taxable.

For more information on
specifying minimum and
maximum data, see Minimum/
Maximum Quantity on
page 269 and Minimum/
Maximum Value on page 270.

If minimum and maximum numbers are not specified, Service Accent taxes
all items.
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Minimum/
Maximum Value

Governments may choose to levy taxes at different rates for purchases of
different monetary values. Similar to the “Min/Max Qty” concept, enter the
minimum dollar amount taxable on the top line and the maximum value on
the bottom line for each Tax Category.
For example, some “luxury” taxes are applied to items that sell for a lot of
money. In this case, the Minimum value should specify the total sales
amount that must be exceeded to cause the tax to be applied. The
Maximum value can be used to specify a cut-off value, after which the tax
is not applied.

.

In this example, the “Tax Only Matching Portion” setting should be enabled.

Tax Only
Matching Portion

The “Tax Only Matching Portion” column is used when taxes are charged at
different rates through a series of quantity or value changes. A tax, for
example, may only be applicable at a small percentage when a lower value
trade is completed, but at a larger percentage when a larger value is
traded. Income tax, for example, is calculated this way.

For more information on adding
Tax Categories, see Setting Up
Tax Categories on page 267.

For each increment that impacts the tax percentage, a new entry should be
added to the Tax Category Data Entry screen. Enter the Min/Max Qty and
Value figures for each plateau. Toggle the “Tax Only Matching Portion” box
to enabling the quantity and values of the transaction to impact how taxes
are assessed.
For example, a tax could be applied at 1% of the value of a transaction if 0
to 100 items are traded. If 101 to 500 items are traded, the tax on the first
100 is 1%, and the remainder is calculated at 2%. Further, if 501 to an
infinite number of items are traded, the first 100 is at 1%, from 101 to 500
is at 2%, and the remainder is taxed at 3%. In this example, different Tax
Categories must be created with the appropriate increments to represent
the three different tax percentages. The Tax Only Matching Portion box is
used to apply the Min/Max settings to each of the identified Tax Categories.

Setting Tax Defaults for Other Areas
Once the setup of Tax Codes, Groups and Categories are completed, you
should define the remaining tax default settings. This section describes the
process of setting these defaults.
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To set the remaining tax defaults
1.

From the Setup Sales Tax screen, click on the Next button at the
bottom.

The “Use this page to setup other options for your Tax Setup” screen is
accessed.
2.

Choose either the Blended Tax or Tax by Line method to be applied
by Service Accent.

3.

Select which of the defined Tax Groups affect your Service Department.

4.

Select which of the defined Tax Categories impact items like labour,
travel and contract expenses incurred by your company.

5.

Select which of the defined Tax Groups are used to tax your company’s
Service Billing items.

6.

Select which of the defined Tax Group are used to tax your company’s
Other Billing items.

7.

Click Save.

Blended Tax
Method

The Blended Tax method is a style of taxation. Use this option if your tax
system requires you to “Tax on Tax”. This applies when a billed item is
taxed, and then the combined total of the item and initial tax is taxed
again.

Tax by Line Item
Method

The Tax by Line Item method is a style of taxation. Taxes are typically
calculated by multiplying the sub-total on an invoice by a tax percentage.
The Tax Category assigned to items plus the customer Tax Group
determines the taxes payable on each line item in Service Accent.
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For example, if you have sold paper and pencils to a customer, Service
Accent calculates the taxes due on the paper and then on the pencils. The
taxes are then added because the category for paper may be subject to
different taxes than the category for the pencils. This necessitates
independent tax calculations on each line item.
If Tax by Line Item is not checked, the taxes are calculated on the subtotal of the invoice only.
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Set Up Notifications
This option is disabled unless the optional Notifications module is licensed.
Please refer to the Service Accent SMS & Notifications Setup & User Guide
for further information.
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Adding User Groups and Users
If you want more than one person to access Service Accent at one time, or
want different people to have rights to different modules or parts of the
program, you must create users. Service Accent comes supplied with one
user account, “Admin,” which has access rights to all parts of the
application.

Access Rights
Each user can be assigned with specific access rights. The four categories
of access levels are:
•

Full – read, create, modify and delete

•

User – read, create and modify

•

Restricted – read only

•

None - no access

User attributes affect each of the major forms and routines throughout
Service Accent. This means, for example, that you can assign a user with
full access to some areas of the system, but limited or no access to others.
For this reason it is important for you to investigate the individual
requirements of all your users.

To add groups
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Groups and
users, click the Group and users icon.
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2.

The Set Up Groups and Users dialogue appears.

3.

Click Add Group. The Add a New Group dialogue appears.

4.

In the Group ID field, specify a unique group identifier.

5.

In the Full Name field, type the full name of the group.

6.

The Default access rights section identifies whether the group has
full read, create, modify and delete access privileges (Full), read,
create and modify privileges (User), read only (Restricted) or no
access privileges (None), or custom access privileges (Custom).

7.

Enable Group has admin
administrative privileges.

8.

Click OK to save your entries.
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To add users to a group
1.

Click the Users tab.

2.

Click Add User.

3.

In the Logon ID field, type the user’s logon ID.

4.

In the Full Name field, type the full name of the user.

5.

In the Password and Confirm Password fields, type the user’s
password. The password must be between four and ten characters
long.

6.

From the Member of drop-down list, select the user group to which
this user belongs.

7.

The Default access rights section identifies whether the group has
full read, create, modify and delete access privileges (Full), read,
create and modify privileges (User), read only (Restricted) or no
access privileges (None), or custom access privileges (Custom).

8.

Enable User has admin rights if the user has system administrative
privileges.
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The result appears similar to the following example.

9.

In the Details tab, record the any further information for the user.

10. If the user is an engineer, select their engineer code from the dropdown list in the User is engineer field.
11. In the E-Mail tab, setup email details for the user.
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12. In order for the user to send emails from Service Accent, they have to
sign on to the company email when first logging on. Enable Log in to
e-mail on startup to activate this.
13. The E-mail settings need to be completed based on the settings for
your email server (see page 259).
Contact your organisation’s IT support department if you need
assistance completing the fields in the E-mail tab.
14. In the More tab, you can restrict viewing of records.

15. From the drop-down list, select a service region and this user can then
only view records where the relevant customer belongs to this service
region. To be able to view all records, select none.
16. Click OK to save the user details.

Viewing Who is Currently Logged On
The Who’s Logged In tab of the Set Up Groups and Users dialogue
displays the logon ID of users currently logged in, the computer they are
logged onto, the version of Service Accent running and the Service Accent
service pack installed. Users with Administrator rights can log out a user
directly by clicking a user name and clicking Log user out.
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Changing User Access Rights
Once a user has been created, you may want to define the default rights
assigned to that user.

To change user access rights
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button bar, under Groups and
users, click the Access rights icon.

2.

The Set User Access Rights dialogue appears.

3.

Enable either Select users or Select groups.

4.

Select the user or group from the Select... drop-down list.
The Access Rights list displays the rights for the user or group
currently selected in the drop-down list.

5.

In the Access Rights list, select the module for which you want to
change access.

6.

From the Type of access drop-down list, select the appropriate access
for the selected module.

7.

Click Update to save.
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Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous area contains routines and/or settings for the following
•
•
•
•

Checking the database
Altering the appearance of Service Accent
Procedure for backing up your data
Data housekeeping routines

To check your database
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button
Miscellaneous, click the Check database icon.

2.

The Check database option will check and validate your database for
any errors. This needs to be run periodically. The following dialogue will
be displayed;

3.

If any errors are displayed, please contact your support provider.

4.

If any invalid records are detected, the record is archived to
“AccentDB\Logs\CheckDB\.csv” before been deleted. This will allow the
record to be inspected and modified and then be re-imported back into
the database. if required.
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To change the appearance of Service Accent
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent
Miscellaneous, click the Appearance icon.

2.

The Appearance dialogue appears.

button

bar,

under

Service Accent will have to be restarted after applying any appearance
changes. Any changes made in the Appearance tab are only applicable to
the current logged on user. They are not global settings.
3.

By default the Service Accent background is one solid colour, this can
be changed to add your company logo, for example. To do this, type
the path of a valid picture file in the Background image field and then
select Stretch to fit, Tile background or Original size.
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To back up your data
Service Accent does not contain a backup routine. Clicking on Backing up
your data will display a help dialogue that will advise the files to be backed
up. It is your responsibility to ensure that you backup your Service Accent
database frequently.
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button
Miscellaneous, click the Backing up your data icon.

2.

The following dialogue is displayed;

3.

Click OK to acknowledge the message.
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To complete data housekeeping
This routine is used to archive data that is no longer required.
It is recommended that a backup of your database is taken before you run
data housekeeping. This will allow you to return to a last known good
database in the event of removing subsequently needed data.
1.

Click Admin from the Service Accent button
Miscellaneous, click the Data housekeeping icon.

2.

The Data housekeeping dialogue is displayed;

3.

Click Options to show the About dialogue or Exit the housekeeping
routine.
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4.

Click Next to continue and the following dialogue appears;

5.

Select the required item to be archived (you can only archive one item
at a time) and then click Next.

6.

The data housekeeping dialogue appears;

7.

Select the number of months from the Archive data that has not
been created or updated in the last drop down list, ranging from 6
to 60 in multiples of 6 months. Any data that has not been created or
updated within that time, will be archived.

8.

Enable Take a backup of affected tables prior to housekeeping to
backup the table before archiving.

9.

Enable Save data that is removed in CSV text files to save the data
to a CSV file. This will allow you to import the archived data back into
Service Accent at a later stage.
The CSV file is saved to the AccentDB installation folder (usually
C:\program files\AccentDB), in a folder called housekeeping\date of
the archeiving\001\AccentDb.csv. For example, if data housekeeping
was ran on 11th February 2006, the CSV file would be located in
C:\programfiles\AccentDB\Housekeeping\20060211\001\AccentDB.csv

Data housekeeping permanently deletes data from Service Accent. If you
have not backed up the affected table or saved a copy to CSV file, you will
be unable to recover the data at a later time.
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10. Click Next to continue and the following dialogue appears;

11. A summary of the settings previously selected are shown. If the
settings are correct, click Next to continue or click Back to go back to
the previous screen and alter your selections.
12. After the process has completed, the following dialogue will appear;

13. A summary of the number of records examined and the number of
records removed is shown.
14. An example of the CSV file is

15. Click Finish to finish and exit the data housekeeping routine.
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System Tools
This chapter describes Service Accent system tools, a set of utilities and
functions that support and enhance the business functions of the
application. This chapter contains the following sections:
•

Using the Event Viewer

•

Viewing License Details

•

Using the Recycle Bin

•

Importing Data to Service Accent

•

Using Form Designer

•

Using the language wizard

•

Verifying the Database

•

Exiting Service Accent

•

Using macros

•

Using snap-Ins
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Using the Event Viewer
Using the Event Viewer, the Administrator can review selected system
events by performing a query using any or all of the following criteria:
•

time period

•

user

•

event type

Service Accent tracks a wide variety of event types, including logons,
critical faults, billing runs, housekeeping, record creation and deletion, PM
generation, and so forth.

Viewing System Events
The Event Viewer displays all system events. You can limit the display of
events to specific event types, time periods, and users.
The following procedure describes how to use the Event Viewer.

To view system events
1.

Click System from the Service Accent
Administration, click the Event viewer icon.
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2.

The Event Viewer dialogue appears.

3.

In the Date fields, enter the start and end dates for the event(s) you
want to view.

4.

To narrow your query further, you can select a specific user from the
User drop-down list. Otherwise, accept the default, “*,” which
indicates that the query includes all users.

5.

From the Event Viewer tree, select the specific event you want to
view. To see all events, select the root of the Event Viewer tree.

6.

Click Show. The events that match your criteria appear.

7.

To view the event, double click and a view similar to the following will
be displayed;

8.

Click Ok to acknowledge the message.
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Viewing License Details
The license your company purchased for Service Accent determines what
modules you can use and how many users can be logged on to Service
Accent simultaneously. The following procedure describes how to view this
information and enter a new license.

To view your Service Accent licensing details
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button
Administration, click the License details icon.

2.

The License dialogue wizard appears.
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3.

Click Next to enter your license details or if already activated, to see
details.

4.

The dialogue indicates how many users your installation of Service
Accent is licensed for, expiry date (if any) and what modules.

5.

Click Close to exit the license dialogue or click Back to enter your new
license details or view existing details.

6.

Click Back. The dialogue appears as follows.

7.

This view of the dialogue contains your license key, which activates
Service Accent. If your company decides to upgrade Service Accent in
the future, you may be required to enter a new license key in this
dialogue.

8.

Click Next to activate your new license key or click Close to exit the
license details wizard.
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Using the Recycle Bin
Service Accent uses a “recycle bin” utility, similar to the one found on the
Microsoft Windows desktop. The Service Accent recycle bin stores deleted
records until you permanently delete them.
This section describes how to do the following:
•

viewing the recycle bin

•

permanently deleting records

•

restoring deleted records

Viewing the Recycle Bin
To view the Recycle Bin
1.

Click System from the Service Accent
Administration, click the Recycle bin icon.

1.

The Recycle Bin dialogue appears.
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2.

In the above example, the tree contains Tables as the first level. If any
record deletions have occurred, table names appear at the next level of
the tree.

3.

Click a table name in the to view the deleted records from that table.

Click Refresh to view deletions that have been made since you opened
the dialogue.

Permanently Deleting Records
The following procedure describes how to permanently delete a record from
the Recycle Bin, which means that it can no longer be recovered.

To permanently delete records from the recycle bin
1.

In the Recycle Bin dialogue, use the tree to locate the table containing
the records that you want to delete permanently.

You can delete tables. This will delete all the records listed in the
recycle bin for that table. The table is NOT DELETED from your
database.
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2.

Select the table, and then click Empty.

3.

A confirmation message appears. Click OK to proceed with the
deletion.

Restoring Deleted Records
The following procedure describes how to “undelete” a record, restoring it
to the Service Accent database.
Permanently-deleted records cannot be restored.

To restore a deleted record from the recycle bin
1.

In the Recycle Bin dialogue, use the tree to locate the table and the
record you want to restore to the database.

Restoration occurs by individual record.
2.

Select the record, and then click Restore.

3.

A confirmation message appears. Click Yes to restore. A confirmation
message is displayed after the record has been restored.
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Importing Data to Service Accent
Always back up your data before attempting a data import, both existing
Service Accent data and the data source for the imported data.
Importing data is an efficient means of populating the Service Accent
database.
Service Accent allows data import from any appropriate source into the
following tables:
•

Customers

•

Contacts

•

Contracts

•

Stock

•

Inventory

•

Inventory Kit

•

Contract PM Schedules

•

Inventory PM Schedules

•

Engineers

•

Analysis Codes

•

Service History

•

Suppliers

•

Meter Readings

•

Pricebook (contract values)

Suitable sources for data import include spreadsheets and databases. To
import to Service Accent, you must save a copy of the source data as a
Comma Separated Values (CSV) file. Refer to the originating application’s
documentation for the proper procedures to follow.

To import external data to Service Accent
1.

Click System from the Service Accent
Administration, click the Import data icon.
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2.

The Import data dialogue appears;

3.

Click Next

4.

Select the table to import into. You can only import into one table at a
time.
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5.

Click Next

Your support provider can provide the standard templates (CSV files)
for importing data into Service Accent. Please contact them for further
details.
6.

Select the CVS file containing the data to import. Either type the
location manually, into the box or click on
of the file.

7.

to browse to the location

If the first line of your CSV file contains columd headers, then enable
First line contains field names and should be ignored. The first
line will them be ignored when the data is imported.
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8.

Click Next

The Available fields will be different for each table and are shown
here only as an example.
9.

Each Available field must be matched up to the totally number of
fields in the CSV file. Highlight an available field and then click the >
arrow to move the available field to the selected field. The selected
fields must be in the same order as they are in the CSV file.

10. Once all the available fields have been ‘mapped’ to the fields in the CSV
file, the dialogue will appear as follows
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11. Click Next

12. A preview of the file to import is shown.
13. Click Next

14. Enable Only import new data, don’t update exisiting records if
the data you are importing is new data and the exisiting data in Service
Accent is not to be updated.
15. Click Start import to start importing the data.
16. A progress indicator will show the progress of the import.
17. Once the import has completed, a confirmation message will be
displayed.
18. If there are any errors during the import, a message will be displayed
identifiying the errors. Please contact your support provider for further
instructions regarding the errors.
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Using Form Designer
The Form Designer enables you to create custom input areas, particularly if
you need to record information for which there are no input areas available
in Service Accent. This feature makes it possible to add user-defined fields
to certain record types. After designing a custom form, the icon in the
appropriate record (Customer, Contract, or Inventory) becomes available,
as shown in the following example.

Icon to indicate that a form
is available. Double click to
view the form.

You can only implement one custom form for customers, contracts, and
inventory. The limit for each form is 20 text strings plus labels and 10
checkboxes plus labels.

Accessing Form Designer
To access the Form Designer
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button
Administration, click the Form designer icon.
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2.

The Select a Form dialogue appears.

3.

Select the type of form you want to create and click OK. The Form
Designer dialogue appears, along with its design palette.

Label Tool

Text Box Tool

Check Box Tool

Line Tool

Pointer Tool

Default form,
with sample
elements

The palette contains the elements you use to design a form: labels,
text boxes, and check boxes. The following table describes the items on
the tools palette.
Item

Description
The pointer tool. Used to move elements around the
form.
The Label Tool. Places a label at the point clicked on
the form.
The Text Box Tool. Places a text box at the point
clicked on the form. Text boxes cannot be resized.
The Check Box Tool. Places a check box at the point
clicked on the form.
The line tool. Places a line at the point clicked on the
form.

Center form

Select this option to have the form always open
centred in the main Service Accent Window.

Save form

Click to save your changes to a form.

Reload form

Click to abandon your changes to a form and reload
the saved version.
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Creating a Form
Designing a form involves placing elements on a blank form, positioning
and labelling them, and finally, giving each element an “identity.” The
identity is user-definable, based on either the customer, contract, or
inventory.
The following procedures describe how to create elements on a form.

To add a text box to a form
1.

Select the Text Box Tool from the tool palette and click on the form
where you want to place the text box.

2.

Right-click the text box and select Input style > style, where style is
the input format you want for the text box. For example, if the text box
will be used to input a date, select the Date style.

3.

Right-click the text box and select Identity. Type the name for the
data element to receive the input from this text box.

4.

Select the Label Tool from the tool palette and click on the form where
you want to place a label to accompany the text box.
If you need to adjust the positions of the text box and label, use the
Pointer Tool.

5.

Right-click on the label and select Set Caption. Type the label.

6.

Click Save form.

To add a check box to a form
1.

Select the Check Box Tool from the tool palette and click on the form
where you want to place the check box.

2.

Right-click on the check box and select Set Caption. Type the label
and then click OK. The label appears adjacent to the check box.

3.

Right-click the check box and select Identity. Type the name for the
data element to receive the input from this check box.
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4.

Click Save form.

Implementing a Form
You can associate custom forms with customers, contracts, and inventory.
To access a form you have defined, double-click the form icon in the
customer, contract, or inventory forms.

custom form icon

The custom form appears.

All data entered in the custom form is associated with the parent record.
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Using the language wizard
The language wizard is used to modify and replace certain prompts,
captions and text in Service Accent. This is especially useful if you are using
Service Accent in another country. For example the standard name for a
product in the United Kingdom is Inventory, however, in Canada and the
United States of America, it is called Equipment.

To access the Language wizard
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button
Administration, click the Language wizard icon.

2.

The Language wizard dialogue is displayed;

3.

Click Next to continue and the following dialogue is displayed;
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4.

This dialogue is used to change Service Accent prompts and captions
that appear on the main view and routine dialogues. For example, to
change the name Inventory on prompts and captions to Equipment
the following must be done.

5.

In the Original caption box, enter the word Inventory and in the
Replacement text box, enter the word Equipment.

6.

Click Save so that the current replacement is saved and then if further
prompts/captions are to be changed, repeat the process from step 5.
Continue until all the replacements have been added and saved.

7.

Click Next and the following dialogue is displayed;

8.

Service Accent will have to be restarted to implement the changes
made. Click Finish and then restart Service Accent.

9.

All the prompts and captions that were previously shown as Inventory
are now shown as Equipment.
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10. The dialogue below shows the View option with the word Inventory
before the language wizard was run.

11. The dialogue below shows the View option with the word Equipment
after the language wizard was run.

12. Any replacements done with the language wizard are global, that is all
users of Service Accent will see the changes.

Verifying the Database
Service Accent provides a utility called the Database Explorer, which you
can use to view table information, and to verify the condition of a table, or
the entire database.

Viewing Table Data
The following procedure describes how to get table information using the
Database Explorer.

To view table data
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button bar, under Actions, click
the Verify database icon.
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2.

The Database Explorer appears.

The tree contains a list of all the tables that make up the Service
Accent database.
3.

Click a table to view its details, which appear similar to those in the
following example.

Verifying the Database
You can use the Database Explorer to verify a selected table, or all the
tables in the database simultaneously. Both methods are described in the
following procedure. Verifying the database is usually done on the
instructions of your support provider and will provide details of the integrity
of the database. it is recommended that all your users logout of Service
Accent when verifying.

To verify the Service Accent database
1.

In the Database Explorer, do one of the following:
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2.

To verify all tables in the database, make sure that no table is selected
in the tree

3.

To verify a single table, select that table in the tree
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4.

Click Verify.

5.

A progress bar appears while the verify operation runs

6.

When the process ends, a message appears, confirming success, or
listing any errors found. Tables that have been successfully verified
appear in the tree with a green check mark.

7.

If any tables are marked with a red cross or any error messages
appear, please contact your support provider immediately.

Verifying the Database Aggressively
You can use the Database Explorer to agressively verify a selected table, or
all the tables in the database simultaneously. Both methods are described
in the following procedure. Agressively verifying the database performs a
full check of our database and checks that all the links between the tables
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are in place. An agressive verification takes a lot longer that a normal
verification and is usually done on the instructions of your support provider
and will provide details of the integrity of the database. it is recommended
that all your users logout of Service Accent when verifying.

To agressively verify the Service Accent database
1.

In the Database Explorer, do one of the following:

2.

To agressively verify all tables in the database, make sure that no table
is selected in the tree

3.

To agressively verify a single table, select that table in the tree
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4.

Enable Check tables aggressively (slower) at the bottom left hand
side of the diaglogue.

5.

Click Verify.

6.

A progress bar appears while the verify operation runs

7.

When the process ends, a message appears, confirming success, or
listing any errors found. Tables that have been successfully verified
appear in the tree with a green check mark.
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If any tables are marked with a red cross or any error messages appear,
please contact your support provider immediately.

Exiting Service Accent
Exit shuts down Service Accent correctly. Any open dialogues will be closed
unless the record needs to be saved, in which case the user will be
prompted to save the information.
As well as selecting Exit to exit Service Accent, you can also click on
which does the same as Exit.

To Exit
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button bar, under Actions, click
the Exit icon.
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2.

The following message is displayed while Service Accent is closed.

Using macros
The Macro feature is a facility for adding macros to Service Accent. Macros
are programs which run outside of the normal Service Accent programs and
perform certain predetermined tasks.
For information on the availability of macros, or the possibility of having
them created, contact your Service Accent Technical Support and/or Sales.

To access macros
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button bar, under System
extensions, click the Macros icon.

2.

The Macro sub menu is displayed;

3.

The Macro sub menu will display any macros that have been added to
Service Accent.

4.

To reload any macros into Service Accent, click Reload macros.
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Using snap-Ins
The Snap-Ins feature is a facility for adding custom software components
to Service Accent. The Snap-Ins Manager is a utility for adding, managing,
and deleting these components.
For information on the availability of custom components, or the possibility
of having them created, contact your Service Accent Technical Support
and/or Sales.

To access Snap-ins
1.

Click System from the Service Accent button bar, under System
extensions, click the Snap-ins icon.

2.

The Snap-in sub menu is displayed;

3.

Click a Snap-in to run that software component.

4.

Click the Snap-in manager icon to run the snap-in component
manager.
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5.

The Snap-in Manager dialogue appears;

6.

To add a snap-in, click the
software component to add.

7.

Once the location of the snap-in as been updated, click the Add snapin button.

8.

Any Snap-ins that are currently installed, are shown in the Snap-ins
currently installed view.

9.

To remove a snap-in from Service Accent, highlight the snap-in and
then click Remove.
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Appendix A
Frequently Asked Questions
This section is related to some common questions about installing and
setting up Service Accent.
Please visit the VCi knowledge base at http://thesupportsite.info for
more frequently asked questions.
Question: How do I install Service Accent on a new workstation?

1.

Put your Service Accent CD in to the workstation. The setup page should
automatically appear, but if not click on Start, Run and type d:\setup (replace d:
with the drive letter of your CD-Rom drive).

2.

From the setup page, click Install application.

3.

Follow the instructions presented during the setup phase. Note: you do not need
to install the database if you already have a database installed.

4.

Install Pervasive.SQL from the Service Accent CD from the setup page. Note:
you must accept all the default values presented to you during installation.

5.

You need to point Service Accent to your database. Use Windows Explorer to
locate your AccentDB folder and run dbrouter.exe.

6.

Install any updates on this workstation that you have applied to your other
workstations - you must run the same version of Service Accent on all your
workstations.

Question: How do I update Service Accent?

1.

Download the update from http://www.serviceaccent.com to your
AccentDB\Updates folder (if the Updates folder does not exist, you can create
it).
Your support provider will send you a password after you have downloaded the
update.

2.

If you have written any of your own reports, ensure you have a copy of them
before proceeding.

3.

Log all users out of Service Accent.
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4.

Run the update on a workstation with administrative network rights. If any
changes to your database need to be made, you will be notified. It is important
that you have taken a backup of your database in Database before you
continue. Although the update will make backups as necessary, it is always
important you have your own backup.

5.

Update all remaining workstations. Your database will not need to be updated
again.

6.

Save any reports that your service provider has sent you separately to the update
in your AccentDB\Reports folder.

7.

Verify and save any reports that you have written yourself.

Question: Unable to locate Database Utilities from the Start menu

1.

Run Windows Explorer.

2.

Locate the "C:\Program Files\Service Accent" folder.

3.

Locate the application dbutil.exe in that folder and double-click it to run it.
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